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MicrocHip unveilS tHe SAM r30
SySteM-in-pAckAge for wireleSSly
connected deSignS

Cornel Pazara
contributing editor
electronica Azi international had a very successful
launch at embedded world where over 70 countries
were represented and more than 540 exhibitors displayed their latest electronics enabling a more connected world. over 30,000 visitors walked the show’s
halls and visited the various booths and attended the
many conferences. At the embedded conferences,
new ideas were introduced such: the introduction of
multicore processors in embedded applications,
advances of new microcomputer architectures, new
wireless communication standards and the introduction of new programming languages and technologies.
Also, another key theme was highlighted in many presentations and at many of the booths: functional safety
plus protection against attacks on embedded systems.
So, as the buzz of that exhibition fades, we look
toward the next big event, the pciM, which will highlight the latest in power Management ic’s and is scheduled for May 16th – 18th in nuremberg, germany.
the pciM has grown every year both in number of
attendees, as well as the, number of exhibitors that display their latest offering or present at the very informative conferences. in previous years, some of the key
announcements in power management innovations
have been announced at this show and we expect the
same this year. new materials for semiconductor
devices including wide bandgap power electronics,
reliability issues for power modules and advanced systems, as well as, design regulations to manage ultrafast
switching devices in the circuit form the backbone of
the pciM 2017. other subjects that will be covered
range from advanced technologies for power semiconductor devices, such as gallium nitride and Silicon
carbide, and passive components which control and
drive strategies for high efficiency, high power density
converters focused on automotive, industrial, wireless
devices and renewable energy technologies.
we invite you to join us in the SMt Hybrid packaging
area at booth H5-114. Also, some of our key customers that we cover in our publication will also be
there. please make sure to stop by their respective
booths; vicor H9-537, ericsson power Modules H9242 , Microchip H9-525 and leM H9-204.
www.international.electronica-azi.ro

Microchip announces the SAM r30 System in package (Sip), a single-chip
rf microcontroller (Mcu) which incorporates an ultra-low power microcontroller with an 802.15.4 sub-gHz radio to provide multi-year battery
life in a compact 5 mm package. the SAM r30 Sip delivers design flexibility and proven reliability all in a small package, making it ideally suited
for connected home, smart city and industrial applications.
As the demand for battery-powered wirelessly connected systems continues to rise, the low-power SAM r30 meets the extremely powerconscious needs of these markets with features that extend battery life
for multiple years. the Sip is built using the SAM l21 Mcu which leverages the cortex® M0+ architecture, the most energy efficient ArM®based architecture available. the SAM r30 features ultra-low power
sleep modes, with wake from serial communication or general-purpose
input/output (gpio) while consuming a mere 500nA.
with the ability to operate within the 769-935 MHz range, the SAM
r30 Sip gives developers the flexibility to implement a point-to-point,
star or mesh network. Microchip helps developers get started immediately with the free Miwi™ point-to-point/star network protocol stack.
Mesh networking capabilities will be available later this year. nodes
outfitted with the Sip can be positioned as far as one kilometer apart,
with the ability to double the range in a star topology. when used in a
mesh network, the SAM r30 delivers reliable wide-area coverage for
applications such as street lighting or wind and solar farms.
developers can begin prototyping immediately with the AtSAMr30Xpro development board, priced at $65. this convenient uSB-interfaced development board is supported by the easy-to-use Atmel
Studio 7 Software development kit (Sdk).
Key Facts:
• combines an ultra-low power Mcu with an 802.15.4 radio
• enables long-lasting battery life for connected devices
• Simplifies point-to-point, star or mesh networking in the
769-935 MHz range
• Microchip’s free Miwi™ point-to-point/star network protocol stack
enables fast design
• Single-chip solution enables more compact, cost-effective designs
Microchip Technology | www.microchip.com/samr30
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EMBEDDED
SYSTEMS

Security by
Separation
a ‘must have’ with
new embedded
applications
by Majid Bemanian – Imagination Technologies
ThE CONNECTED MCU
today microcontrollers (Mcus) are finding their way into nearly
every application – in traditional areas such as industrial machinery
and automotive to new areas such as wearables and even ‘smart’
clothing. More and more, Mcu designs incorporate some kind of
connectivity e.g. Bluetooth Smart, ultra-low power wi-fi, nfc and
Zigbee. connected Mcus must control their own states and
resources, capture and process sensory data, perform some analytics and maintain secure storage; they must also communicate to
a remote host for data transport, platform management, and otA
updates. with embedded applications growing increasingly
sophisticated and connected, threats to embedded platforms are
increasing significantly. Security must be an up-front design consideration, not an afterthought.
within an Mcu there are several methods to build security. this
includes secure boot and secure code updates. in addition, cpus
with a Memory protection unit (Mpu) can improve system security
by preventing unauthorized access to boot code and execution of
non-trusted kernel mode code.
key protection and tamper resistance are other important security

Figure 1
A simple overview of embedded virtualization.
www.international.electronica-azi.ro

measures. Anti-tamper features can prevent external ‘snooping’
devices from reading the core memory and/or working out what
code is executing – providing yet another layer of security against
potential external attacks.
Another key security implementation method is to take advantage
of hardware virtualization technology offered in some cpus. with
hardware virtualization it is possible to build a micro-controllers that
can run multiple, unmodified, isolated applications independently
and securely at the same time on a single, trusted platform. end customers can use this feature to provide a secure path to deliver
updates/downloads, and benefit from enhanced ip protection.
WhY MICRO-VIRTUALIzE
Hardware virtualization is commonly associated with server-class
processor technology. it has been used on 64-bit server platforms
for many years and is proven and widespread in the enterprise.
virtualization can enable consolidation of multiple similar or dissimilar workloads in datacenters to decrease capex (hardware and infrastructure costs) and opex (reduce power consumption, cooling), etc.
in an embedded platform, the use of virtualization is different; the
primary purpose is to ensure security through separation. we
define ‘security’ as the ability to isolate, police, and enforce behaviors
on guest software. Such a technique enables consolidation of multiple different embedded cpus into a single core resulting in
lower silicon area and development effort, ultimately decreasing
the overall cost and extending battery life.
it all starts with isolation. with virtualization, common resources on
a hardware platform can be partitioned into logically separate
environments referred to as virtual machines (vMs). each vM is
comprised of applications and relevant operating systems (if
required). through hardware virtualization, it is possible to separate and protect critical assets such as communication interfaces
(and software stacks), storage and other resources into their own
address spaces, and ensure there is no access from/to any other
applications’ address spaces.
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A simple view of virtualization in an embedded environment is
shown in figure 1. the MipS M5100 and M5150 ip cores are small
footprint cpus with the ability to enforce isolation of up to seven
guests. in most of today’s embedded virtualized applications, up
to three isolated environments is typical; the M51xx cpus allow for
future scalability. once the critical assets are isolated from potential vulnerabilities, the next step in protection is implementing and
ensuring trust for each isolated environment. A hardware root of
trust (rot) and associated security services can be used to
enforce trust -- both authentication and privacy. the virtualized
platform is based on a trusted hypervisor, which creates and manages the vMs, executing at the highest privileged root level of the
processor – also shown in figure 1.
the structural integrity of the hypervisor can be maintained by following a trusted boot process. the operational integrity is not compromised since the hypervisor runs in its own unique context provided by the hardware, and is isolated to its own address space.
each address space is protected by the root memory management
unit (MMu); whose contents can be locked down immediately after
boot to provide absolute isolation of all address spaces.

Guest-Kernel: typical kernel space of a cpu where privileged oS
level tasks are executed. examples are linux; input-output, interrupt handling and memory allocation.
Root-User: a single privileged state of the cpu that can executed
protected applications
Root-Kernel: the highest privileged execution state of the cpu
where privileged instructions execute. exceptions from violation
can be handled in this state. Second level memory management is
used to enforce protection of resources are also managed at this
state. A trusted hypervisor can manage the operation of trusted
applications and all other protected guests.

Figure 3
The four quadrants needed to create security by separation
and a trusted environment.

Figure 2
Three isolated virtual environments in an embedded platform.
figure 2 shows the potential benefits of virtualization in embedded applications. in this case, a MipS M5150 cpu is configured to
support up to three distinct isolated environments. each environment is isolated and protected from the others, including memory
and io. generally, the rot and security services provided are
assigned to the trusted environment. rot security services
requested by other environments (vM2 or vM3) are redirected
and managed by the secured environment of vM1.
BUILDING TRUST IN A VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT
figure 3 demonstrates the four quadrants required for creating
security by separation and establishment of a trusted environment.
the MipS M5150 can be divided into 4 areas / quadrants based on
two axes. this is in contrast to the traditional single axis operation
of user and kernel space. the user and kernel spaces are
grouped into root and guest context.
Guest-User: user land with lowest privileged state where rich
applications are generally executed
6
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Both guest-user and guest-kernel can be replicated to create
multiple isolated domains.
the guest contexts are replicated into parallel domains or environments, each isolated by a hardware mechanism. in the case of
the M5150, up to seven guest contexts can be established bringing the total number of contexts to eight.
the root context executes at a privileged state in the M5150; this
allows privileged instructions, software routines, interrupts and
exceptions to execute within this context, providing a mechanism for
control, management and termination of guest services as needed.
Accesses from any guest to root resources can be prohibited by
hardware. However, the root context may act as a proxy to provide
indirect access to restricted or protected resources.
the root context can maintain an isolated state; however, to
establish and maintain trust, an rot can be implemented to start
the Soc after power-up into a known state. the complexity of the
rot may vary from application to application and is a function of
the attack and protection profile.
DUAL-CORE FEATURES IN A SINGLE CORE FOOTPRINT
in addition to providing a basis for security by separation, hardware virtualization can provide other significant benefits for
Mcus. in an embedded device, hardware virtualization can be
used to reduce cpu overhead, dynamically allocate cpu band-

CONNECTED MCUs

width per application, increase hardware utilization and provide
more flexible system management.
for many industrial, connected home and connected vehicle applications, it is possible to save costs by replacing multiple cpu cores
with a single core. dual-core Mcus are typically targeted at applications that have a mixed use case situation, figure 4(a). one
lower-performance core is targeted at lower-level functionality
such as sensor control while another higher performance core
manages the more complex tasks for audio processing or other
multimedia applications. this type of configuration can be seen in
many wearable, iot and embedded applications.

Figure 4
Dual-core features in a single core footprint.
the use of a single core allows the tasks to be managed with separate resources in both memory and io, enabling separation of
tasks without the added complexity of dual cores, figure 4(b). the
additional performance also gives more flexibility to scale to new
applications without the fixed limits of the dual-core partitions. in
comparison to competing dual-core embedded cpus, a singlecore MipS M5150 offers a performance boost of up to 35%, while
lowering area by as much as 10%, resulting in more efficient operation. the single virtualized core design reduces complexity, interconnect and debug time, and improves security and flexibility.
USE CASE
An iot node device
must handle multiple
security requirements,
including trusted boot,
trusted and secure
operation and communication – just to
name a few.
Hardware virtualization allows the flexibility of implementing a
solution that can scale
and adapt to the
requirement of the
iot node device while
maintaining the overall cost of implementation, validation, certification and operation of the device. in
figure 5, the trusted
application handles all
the security related
tasks such as control Figure 5
of the sensors while
capturing, processing Security by separation in an IoT edge
and storing sensitive device
www.international.electronica-azi.ro

data; separately establishing secure communication to the host,
either locally or over the cloud. the oeM application maintains
isolation from any third party applications. for a third party application, being deployed in its own environment simplifies validation, deployment, and revocation while providing another level of
security for the base services.

Figure 6
Example connected home environment.
in a connected home environment (like that shown in figure 6),
there are many distinct iot node devices that must securely be
provisioned and managed by remote trusted service providers
under the supervision of the home owner.
CONCLUSION: EMBEDDED SECURITY BY SEPARATION
Security is critical to the successful and safe deployment of connected devices in the smart home and city, industrial environments, automotive applications, wearables and many other areas.
Security fundamentals require that we use a trusted operating
environment enabled via a root of trust that is impervious to
attack – leveraging a root of trust engraved in hardware, which is
the basis for establishing a chain of trust for all subsystems.
Security by separation enabled by hardware virtualization provides
an additional layer of trust by ensuring that applications and guest
oSes are kept separate from each other. Separating the guests running in vMs from the real hardware and isolating vMs from each
other provides a strong foundation for security through enforced
isolation, with the hypervisor as the high-privilege base for security
services; provisioning security services per vM. this implementation
can keep user and application data separate from each other to
secure against external hacking, keep certified software away from
user edits, and isolate communications interfaces and user application software for better internal security / data privacy.
Such an implementation must go beyond a binary approach (one
secure zone/one non-secure zone). the minimum implementation in
a connected device would ensure separate, isolated environments
for the critical device assets, communication interfaces and the software stack running them, storage and other resources in the system.
imagination’s omniShield multi-domain separation-based architecture can scale far beyond a binary world, enabling each secure
or non-secure application to exist in its own isolated environment
where it operates independently. implemented in many MipS
cpus including the MipS M5100 and M5150 ip cores, omniShield
provides a foundation for trust that is a growing concern in connected devices – including tomorrow’s microcontrollers.
Imagination Technologies
www.imgtec.com
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tHe role of SAfety
And Security in
tHe future for
ASSiSted And
AutonoMouS
driving
by Dr. Frank van den Beuken – PRQA
INCREASED FUNCTIONALITY
cars are undergoing an evolution, moving
from an electro-mechanical device under
the control of a human driver to a completely autonomous vehicle. today we are getting close to the tipping point, with most
new cars equipped with ADAS (Advanced
Driver Assistance Systems), such as lane tracking, autonomous emergency braking,
enhanced vision systems and more, while
experimental fully autonomous cars are
racking up millions of miles of test driving.
the systems to provide these functions are
built of sensors, activators, radar and lidar
systems, communicating through networks,
and controlled by microcontroller, so one
definition of a car is an internet on wheels.
cars are also communicating with other cars
(Vehicle to Vehicle Communication or V to
V), to the infrastructure - traffic lights, road
signs (V to I) and to satellites for navigation
and reporting. underneath all this is, of
course, software – more than 100 million
lines of code. As well as the code for the
applications, there are operating systems,
middleware such as network communication stacks and interfaces to the sensors,
actuators and to the driver's display.
INCREASED VULNERABILITY
with this increased complexity issues of
security and safety have become an increasing concern. with the growth of v to X communication, cars become open to outside
attack: already a third party has taken control of a Jeep, over riding the driver.
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A further vulnerability can be added by the
car user. car manufacturers all use on Board
diagnostics (OBD) to provide monitoring
various engine parameters, for fault finding
and for diagnostics at servicing. the connector interface, oBd ii, is publicly available
and if you google oBd2 you will find a mass
of Bluetooth oBd connectors to allow a
driver to monitor engine health on a cell
phone. this could also open the engine control system to an unfriendly person. A recent
paper from the university of Michigan has
described using a direct laptop connection
to the oBd to override driver instructions
on a large truck and on a school bus.
with such large quantities of code, safety is
also critical. the toyota unintended acceleration court case demonstrated that much
legacy code is not of a high standard. new
code must be developed to a much higher
standard.
STANDARDISATION
it was only five years ago that a specific safety
standard for cars was issued. iSo 26262 is an
adaptation of the iec 61508 functional safety
standard that focuses on the needs of electrical and electronic systems installed in seriesproduction passenger cars, and applies to
all activities within the safety lifecycle of
these safety-related systems. this includes
requirements on the quality of software.
the standard uses automotive safety integrity level (ASils) to provide a measure of the
risk associated with a sub-system. they range
from A to d, where A is the lowest safety

integrity level and d the highest, that is the
strictest with most requirements. in addition
to these ASils, the class QM (quality management) denotes no requirement to comply
with iSo 26262, which means it is the discretion of the development organisation to warrant quality. the parameters of severity of
risk, probability of exposure and controllability determine the ASil.
the controllability parameter requires
special attention. it is assumed the driver is
in an appropriate condition to drive, has
the appropriate driver training (a driver's
licence) and is complying with all applicable legal regulations, including due care
requirements to avoid risks to other traffic
participants: the driver has to comply with
traffic laws.
laws will need adapting so when an automated driving system is in operation the
driver will not have to pay attention unless
the system asks for driver intervention.
correct operation of driver notification
and fall-back to human control is crucial. if
the notification fails, the human driver may
not be paying attention and won’t be able
to avoid harm, as may have happened with
the recent tesla accident. if the fall-back
fails, the system may stay in control instead
of allowing the driver to intervene and
avoid harm. Such situations must always be
assigned the highest controllability class
(c3), meaning less than ninety per cent of
all drivers or other traffic participants are
usually able, or barely able, to avoid harm.
part 6 of 26262 is devoted to the software

SOFTWARE
development process to produce code that
is reliable enough, when running in a system,
to meet the ASil level needed.
the Society of Automotive engineers (SAE)
standard J3016 breaks driving automation
into six classes, from no automation to fully
automatic. Automated driving systems,
defined as SAe level three or higher rely on
software to gather the data from sensors, to
create a model of the environment and
then, based on the goal, deciding on how to
assist the driver, or control the vehicle. it also
has other critical tasks, such as determining
whether sensors are functioning correctly,
when to alert the driver and when to trigger
fall-back to human control.
it is vital this software behaves reliably.
other software tasks, such as modelling the
sensor data, may be less critical, but even
for these risk analysis will be needed.
LEGISLATION
traffic laws will need to change to accommodate automated driving systems, particularly
in the area of liability and privacy. each country has its own traffic laws and there are legislative initiatives in many jurisdictions.
in the uSA nationally, the national Highway
traffic Safety Administration has proposed a
formal classification system that defines five
levels ranging from when the driver completely controls the vehicle at all times up to
the vehicle performing all safety critical functions for the entire trip, with the driver not
expected to control the vehicle at any time.
individual states vary in their approach:
nevada was the first state to authorise the
operation of autonomous vehicles, to test
autonomous driving technology on public
roads, in 2011, followed by california,
florida, Michigan, north dakota, tennessee
and washington dc.
A european research project named
Automated driving Applications &
technologies for intelligent vehicles began
in January 2014 and develops various automated driving functions for daily traffic by
dynamically adapting the level of automation
to situation and driver status. the project
also addresses legal issues that might impact
successful market introduction.
vehicle & road Automation (VRA) is a support action funded by the european union
to create a collaboration network of experts
and stakeholders working on deployment of
automated vehicles and its related infrastructure. vrA partners with some oeMs and
suppliers, but most partners are research
institutes and universities. vrA has identified
a list of legal and regulatory issues in the eu.
volkswagen has appealed for collective
european legal actions, including progreswww.international.electronica-azi.ro

sive amendment of ece regulation 79 (also
a un rule) on steering equipment. this
demands that the driver can, at any time,
override the function and remain in primary control at all times.
the Japanese government plans to develop
laws to govern use of driverless cars. the
government also created a classification of
automated driving into four classes, including one for completely autonomous driving.
in china, Baidu (often called china’s
google) is also working on a self-driving car
with BMw. china’s legislation is quite flexible so the government has more power to
put the required changes in place.
However, they will have to deal with the
same complex issues as other countries.
india is also thinking about autonomous
driving, but there are major challenges, one
of them being the slow-moving legislation
and the difficulty in imposing the expected
rules because of different infrastructure.

set of guide lines for writing c programs,
which as well as avoiding undefined behaviour, includes rules that improve maintainability, testability, portability and readability
of the source code. there is also a large
overlap between MiSrA rules and iSo
26262-6 compliance tables, making MiSrA a
compelling choice when iSo 26262 compliance is required. recently MiSrA has published amendment 1 to MiSrA 3. this has 14
new rules to extend still further MiSrA's coverage of the development of secure systems.
tools are an important part of developing
in accordance with 26262. Static code
analysis tools are an important part of managing code quality, providing both a quality control on the code and measuring its
adherence to coding standards, like
MiSrA. test tools provide further confidence in the software, while verification
tools measure how well the software is
doing what the designer intended.

DEVELOPMENT APPROAChES
in this context, how do you create code
that is both safe and secure? As mentioned,
iSo 26262 puts forward a process for software development, which includes use of
coding standards and code checking tools.
System security starts with designing in features that will contribute to a secure result,
such as; application separation, particularly
segregating with firewalls, safety critical
applications (such as steering and brakes)
from those less critical, particularly those
that communicate with the outside world
(such as infotainment); limiting communication; checking and validating data that is
communicated; and more.
As most software in this area is written in c a
good starting point for safe and secure code
is MiSrA c:2012 (MiSrA 3). this provides a

it is possible to develop safe and secure
systems for vehicles, and organisations that
have remodelled their development
processes to conform to iSo 26262 have
discovered that, after the initial introduction and learning phase, they are also reaping gains in productivity.
References:
www.iso.org
www.iec.ch/functionalsafety
www.sae.org
www.nhtsa.gov

www.adaptive-ip.eu
http://vra-net.eu
www.unece.org
www.misra.org.uk

Programming Research Ltd
www.programmingresearch.com
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INDUSTRIAL
DOPING
Augmented Reality

By: Bernd Hantsche,
Marketing Director
Embedded & Wireless
Rutronik

obelix fell into a cauldron of magic potion,
popeye downs a tin of spinach, and in
disney's Adventures of the gummi Bears
the bears drink gummiberry juice to overcome the borders of reality. Heroes from
our childhood therefore use special aids to
make them stronger, faster, and smarter
than the rest. today, we have technical
tools at our disposal with which we can
break down the natural limits. they create
an augmented reality (Ar) or even a virtual
reality (vr). in contrast to virtual reality,
where users find themselves in a completely computer-based reality, the human perception is only augmented or supplemented in augmented reality by computerbased information or presentations.
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when Apple launched the first iphone back in 2007, controlling
industrial machinery and large plants via a touch-screen was
unthinkable – in the meantime this has become a matter of
course though. it is therefore plain to see, even without virtual
reality glasses, that augmented reality, which is becoming more
and more common in the private sector, will also become the
standard in the professional sector.
AUGMENTED REALITY
IN SMART hOMES
if a tent had been on fire in gaul in 50 Bc,
obelix would only have had to clap his
strong hands to put it out and restore
peace to the village. unfortunately, it will
not be that easy for firefighters in the foreseeable future, but increasingly networked
sensor systems do offer considerable support. one element is fire detectors which
are now mandatory in almost every german
federal state. More and more manufacturers offer variants with integrated wireless
interfaces, ensuring lights are switched on
automatically, roller shutters opened, windows closed, and entrance doors unlocked
in the event of an alarm. Smart cameras

inside the apartment have already
informed the fire department about how
many people are still trapped in the danger
zone. thanks to fitness wristbands and
watches, the firefighters even know
whether these people are in a state of
shock, panic-fueled or fast asleep. the firefighters receive all the relevant information
directly and accurately from the cloud – via
transparent displays, holography or regular
displays that present real camera images
together with information from the cloud.
“In order to obtain a precise position very quickly even in critical environments, current satellite
receivers use the signals from up to five different
GNSS systems,” explains Daniel Barth, head of
rutronik's wireless competence center.

AUGMENTED REALITY

Assisted-gnSS, i.e. the fast download of
Almanac and ephemeris data from the
internet, also reduces start-up times and
often even the total energy balance of the
application, depending on the respective
application scenario and set wake-up
behavior. rutronik's product portfolio
includes, for instance, telit Sl871l for this
purpose. the small module with a footprint of just one square centimeter supports gpS, glonass, Beidou, and galileo. in
contrast to other common receivers, it features an additional low-noise amplifier for
increasing the sensitivity even further.
Active antennas can be connected directly.
downloaded ephemeris files can be injected immediately into the module. the
product concept of telit allows for variants
of flash or roM, with or without lnA as
well as with or without support from
russian, european or chinese satellites. “By
combining the module with cellular wireless,
e.g. with a module from the xE910 or xE866
family, two important key components are
perfectly equipped. We recommend the
Redpine RS9113 family as a supplement.
Since WiFi enables both rapid localization
and high speed communication and also
works perfectly with an intact cellular phone
network and GNSS,” says Barth.
even before the launch of the first iphone,
rutronik pursued the vision of a networked
world and established the wireless
competence center in 2005. Since then, the
globally active team has been supporting
development engineers, e.g. in the field of
safety technology. “It all started with simple
GPRS/GPS combinations in order to send GPS
coordinates to a database server,” daniel
Barth recalls. “Today, most receivers employ
several systems, and LTE has replaced GPRS.
It's better developed, more energy efficient,
and future proof as 4G/LTE is still being further
developed, in contrast to 2G/GPRS and
3G/UMTS which have already been discontinued in some countries.”
Additional positioning using cell localization of the cellular wireless transmission
stations can save lives in case of complete
gnSS failure. “Thanks to the falling costs for
wireless hardware and an increasing number
of WiFi networks in residential areas, one
should not do without this additional tracking
method for new developments – first and
foremost because we're expecting further
expansion of the infrastructure now that
'Stoererhaftung' (Breach of Duty of Care) for
WiFi networks has been abolished in
Germany,” claims Barth.
www.international.electronica-azi.ro

yards. real-time poS data from the surrounding supermarkets determine what is to
be cultivated. But what happens if the harvesting machine suddenly harvests everything or the packaging plant fails? each fault
that occurs anywhere in such a networked
system can easily lead to enormous costs.
Ar technology can provide valuable help
in this respect: data glasses can show a
worker or fitter the right screw to be
turned or display work steps for replacing
a defective valve.
this changes the business model of plant
manufacturers: in a couple of years, they
will earn less money with service technicians than with the provision of Ar services.
Annual contracts for accessing digital maintenance and repair manuals may sound
quite absurd today – but the idea that
automobiles would be a serious competitor to horses was not a common belief at
the beginning either.
in order to further enhance the performance of data glasses, rutronik already
offers its customers initial modules that are
compatible with standard ieee802.11ad –
something not even offered by google
glass. the “ad” technology enables the
transmission of high resolution and uncompressed ultra Hd (3840×2160 pixels)

Design of an Assisted-GNSS solution with Telit modules
AUGMENTED REALITY
WIThIN INDUSTRY 4.0
the global information networks of industry and the 'smart factories' only become
controllable with the respective visualization systems. Since the achievable level of
automation is gigantic and almost nobody
understands the system as a whole.
in an industrial green house, for example,
machines sow, harvest, and package goods
fully automatically. in this scenario, the nutrient content of the irrigation and shading systems is controlled automatically and pollination is released using the weight of bee-

videos with congenial high frame rates and
thus replaces, for example, an HdMi cable.
Anja Schaal, wifi specialist at the rutronik
wireless competence center, provides an
example: “We recommend the Intel® TriBand Wireless-AC 18260 to anyone who
wishes to become familiar with the new ad
technology. Combination with the antenna
module Intel® Wireless Gigabit Antenna-M
10041R and the wireless dock module Intel®
Wireless Gigabit Sink W13100 results in a
perfectly attuned IEEE802.11ad system which
can be used as the basis for developing individual applications.
11
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For high-volume productions, it is of course
possible to change to smaller designs.”
Besides the 60gHz band, the card also supports the common 2.4 gHz and 5 gHz wifi
frequencies – with 867 Mbps thanks to 2×2
streams. Bluetooth 4.2, intel vpro
technology, and the intel® wireless
display standard are also supported. “In
addition to this, our customers receive a
board which has been adapted to the application. Up to now, we've had very good
experience with the Fujitsu industrial mainboards, for instance in ATX or ITX format, or
an Advantech embedded board. Both manufacturers are Intel certified partners so that
we can work closely together and realize
specific wishes, too.”

vided with a list of additional information:
Age, common friends, bands you both
like… if you are interested in getting to
know the person better, all it takes is for
you to inconspicuously turn a networked
ring on your finger and he or she will
receive a virtual alert which they can either
accept or decline.
this scenario is currently in the development stage. Special beacons for singles are
also available. these electronic beacons
transmit an id code. Based on the rSSi
(received Signal Strength indication) evaluation, it is possible to show the distance to
the beacon quite accurately. the dating
service provider converts the id code into
contact and facebook information upon
payment of a fee.
these beacons as based on battery-friendly Bluetooth smart technology and currently use the leading solution nordic
Semiconductor nrf51822. this chip combines the 2.4gHz transceiver, an ArM
cortex M0 microcontroller, Ad converter,
flash memory, and other useful peripherals
in a compact 3.8mm × 3.8mm package.
with a working temperature of up to
105°c, it can also be used in harsh industrial environments or at a kitchen stove.

The Intel IEEE802.11ad Solution
for embedded boards (source: Intel)
AUGMENTED REALITY AND LOVE
Smartphones have become a crucial tool in
people's lives; certainly for personal affairs
like online dating: the prince or princess of
your dreams must be somewhere on
tinder, lovoo, Badoo or friendscout24...
you might be right in thinking that a set of
augmented reality glasses can transform
every potential candidate into a “great
looker”, but this will not make for a happier
relationship in the long term. But what a set
of data glasses can do is recognize facial
features, including searching and comparing data from various databases. if you see
an object of desire while shopping in a
supermarket, for example, you will be pro-

But the best thing about this hardware is
the available software: nordic is seen as the
inventor of this Bluetooth variation, is a
board member of the Bluetooth Special
interest group, and has placed the highest
priority on developing protocols, profiles,
and applications ever since development
of the first Ble-trX (nrf8001).
“This advanced level of know-how comes to
the fore in the latest generation, the
nRF52832,” claims Lan hong, rutronik's
specialist for Bluetooth Smart and the Ant
protocol. “Nordic has again managed to
increase overall efficiency by updating the
transceiver unit and integrating an M4 core.
This requires considerably less calculation

time which enhances battery life.” in addition, there are larger rAM and flash
options, an integrated Balun filter, and an
on-chip nfc tag for fast pairing. this new
technology also enhances the size of beacons for singles while at the same time
extending the lifespan of the button cell
and facilitating connection to a
Smartphone through a simple touch
motion. “Once again the best specials of this
platform are not found in the data sheet but
in the free software,” says lan Hong.
DISPLAYS WITh FEELINGS
thanks to the Hollywood blockbuster
“Minority report”, in which tom cruise
stands in front of transparent displays, waving his hands to swirl text and moving
images across the screen, many people
have such monitors in mind when they hear
the term Ar. in reality, the launch of a professional, industry-relevant display of this
nature is not expected until 2017/2018.
However, a brand new touch-screen experience can be enjoyed today: tactile displays from tne (tianma nlt europe) are
stimulated by high frequencies to allow
users to actually tactilely sense leather,
stone, metal or wood. Buttons can suddenly be felt on the glass surface. for example,
drivers will be able to view operating displays in cars without having to take their
eyes of the road. the 3d displays from
nlt offer completely new perspectives in
connection with a kinect camera: once the
camera has detected the position of the
user's head and eyes, the display presents
relevant objects automatically at the correct angle.
initial demonstrations by the manufacturer
show how all remote maintenance tasks will
soon be carried out virtually. this could
not even have been accomplished by the
heroes of yesteryear.
Rutronik
www.rutronik.com

SYSTEM CONCEPT
rutronik has a team of dedicated specialists for each product group that works closely with manufacturers and coordinates between
several partners. this system approach is an investment that quickly pays off, particularly in terms of new technologies and interaction between various components: programming individual drivers, outsourcing communication profiles, preparing sensor data, and
encrypting data securely at the right locations requires more than one expert. the rutronik team helps with cloud integration,
designing boards, merging software layers, and compiling displays, touch components, cpus, boards, storage media, and wireless
certifications.
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COMET ELECTRONICS PRESENTS
QUECTEL NARROWBAND IOT (NB-IOT)
MODULE WHICH WILL CHANGE THE
WORLD WE LIVE IN
Quectel Wireless Solutions is a leading global
supplier of GSM/GPRS, UMTS/HSPA/(+), LTE and
GNSS modules. Leveraging Quectel’s strong R&D
capabilities, comprehensive expertise, wide variety of high quality products and consistent philosophy of putting the customer’s demands at the
forefront, Quectel has established itself as a reliable and trustworthy provider of wireless modules since its establishment. Quectel modules can
be ideally suitable for any M2M applications from
Telematics to Smart Metering, to Wireless POS, to
Security, to mHealth, to Networking and other
application fields.

Author:
Gheorghita Chirculete,
Business development Manager
Comet Electronics Romania
gigi.chirculete@comet.srl.ro

QUECTEL’S BC95 PROFILE
Quectel´s cellular nB-iot module
combines easy, affordable, global
connectivity with over 10 years’
battery life for low data rate iot
applications. Quectel is the first
chinese manufacturer with a
3gpp release 13 module available in the market.
Quectel’s Bc95 is a high-performance nB-iot module with
extremely low power consumption. the ultra-compact 19.9 ×
23.6 ×2.2mm profile makes it a
perfect choice for size sensitive
applications. designed to be
compatible with Quectel gSM/
www.international.electronica-azi.ro

gprS M95 module in the compact and unified form factor, it
provides a flexible and scalable
platform for migrating from
gSM/gprS to nB-iot networks.
Quectel’s Bc95 nB-iot module
supports gSM 900MHz/850MHz
/800MHz and it will support
1800MHz/ 700MHz in the future.
reserved for eSiM, it is easier for
integrators and designers to
cooperate with operator to
develop its products.
it is also compatible with Quectel
gSM/gprS module M95, which is
convenient for customer to
migrate from gprS to nB-iot.
13
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Bc95 adopts surface mounted technology,
making it an ideal solution for durable and
rugged designs. the low profile and small
size of lcc package allow Bc95 to be easily embedded into low-volume applications and provide reliable connectivity with
the applications.
due to compact form factor, ultra-low
power consumption and extended temperature range, Bc95 is the best choice for
a wide range of M2M applications, such as
smart metering, smart city, security, asset
tracking, agricultural and environmental
monitoring and more.
u

Key Benefits
compact-sized nB-iot module
ultra-low power consumption
Super high sensitivity
lcc package makes it easy for large
volume manufacturing
– compatible with Quectel gSM/gprS
module, easy for future migration
– Support abundant internet service
protocols

–
–
–
–

Quectel also offers a gui tool named
Qnavigator. it can help customers quickly
test Quectel module’s functionality even if
they are not familiar with At commands.

ing, parking and smoke alarm. in the future,
it will continue to empower more applications related with personal life, industry
and agriculture, such as asset tracking, pet
tracking, electronics, gas detector, machine
alarm, irrigation controller etch.
over the next few years, so-called low
power wide area (lpwA) networks could
play an important role in connecting a
range of devices that need to be, low
power and low cost. the following characteristics make lpwA particularly attractive
for these devices and applications.

FIRST TO RECEIVE GCF CERTIFICATION
Quectel’s nB-iot Bc95-B8 module has
recently received gcf certification, the
first of its kind around the globe.
the certified module is a variant of
Quectel’s nB-iot Bc95 module series featuring an ultra-compact 19.9 × 23.6
×2.2mm profile lcc package. it allows for
easier large-scale manufacturing which has
strict requirements on cost and efficiency.

• low power consumption
• optimized data transfer that supports
small, intermittent blocks of data
• low device unit cost
• easy installation of the network
• licenced Spectrum
• optimized for low throughput, long or
short distance
• Sufficient indoor penetration and
extended coverage

As a forerunner in the nB-iot field, Quectel
launched its Bc95 module in 2016, which
was among the world’s first nB-iot modules
compliant with 3gpp r13 standards.

the ability of lpwA networks to provide
low cost, long battery life and wide area
network coverage could mean such networks potentially support up to 7.4 billion
connections by 2020, according to
Machina research. lpwA networks could
make it feasible for connectivity to be used
in many more devices and scenarios,
including security alarms, car park spaces,
agricultural applications, such as monitoring the wetness and temperature of soil, as
well as smart metering, consumer electronics and intelligent buildings.

u

Compatible with 2G/3G/4G Modules
Quectel’s Bc95 module is compatible with
Quectel’s gSM/gprS module M95, uMtS
module ug9x and lte cAt.1 module eg91.

u

Evaluation Kit
Quectel provides you with all kinds of
development kit, which can help you learn,
evaluate, and use Quectel products easier.

our modules also come with testing
adapters that can be plugged into the
development kit, the Bc95 testing adapter
can be connected to the gSM/gprS/nBiot evB kit to start the evaluation.
14
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developed based on Huawei's Hisilicon
Boudica chipset, Quectel’s Bc95 module
features extended coverage, massive connection, low power consumption and low
device cost, and is therefore ideal for lpwA
(low power wide Area) applications.
currently, Bc95 has been widely applied in
smart metering, white goods, street light-

IoT APPLICATIONS

NB-IoT is One of the Best Solutions
for LPWA because of the Following
Advantages:
• improved indoor coverage
• Massive connections
• +20dB better than gSM
• expected to be 10-year battery life
• 50k connections per cell
four use case categories for nB-iot: iot
Appliance, personal, public and industry.
IOT APPLIANCE
Management becomes more efficient
through improvements in big data analysis.
iot appliance mainly comprises of lpwA
applications that aim to provide intelligence for the user through sensors and
devices that are found in the local area.
IOT PERSONAL
iot personal largely features lpwA applications that create a personal area network
for the purposes of information exchange
for the user. like wearables, smart bicycles
and kids monitoring use cases.
IOT PUBLIC
iot public focuses on lpwA applications
that serve the general public. like smart
metering, alarms & event detectors and
smart garbage bins.
IOT INDUSTRY
iot industry mainly delivers low power
wide area applications that help to
improve general enterprise and industrial
efficiency, like logistics tracking, asset tracking and industry 4.0.

new generation of smart meter. The benefits
of smart water metering are substantial for
water conservation, recapturing lost revenue
from leaks and theft, and reducing utility
operating costs. Cellular technology will play
an important role in the growth of the smart
water AMI market as more governments and
utilities look for reliable, long-lasting solutions
that can be deployed quickly and cost-effectively. Quectel will continue to keep innovation and contribute our dedication in building a smart world.”

QUECTEL’S COMPREhENSIVE
PRODUCT PORTFOLIO
with the rapid development of internet of
things, the number of connectivity will
jump sharply in the next few years.
As a leading global supplier of gSM/gprS,
uMtS/HSpA(+), lte and gnSS modules,
solutions and services, Quectel will provide
more unmatched quality wireless modules
and help to build a smarter world.
n

CASE STUDY
FIRST NB-IOT WATER METER
PROjECT IN ChINA WITh QUECTEL’S
NB-IOT BC95 MODULE INSIDE
At present, water waste is a big issue for
many countries. chinese government commits to revolving this issue. the first nB-iot
commercial network has been deployed in
fuzhou, china on nov.18. 2016. Quectel’s
nB-iot Bc95 module, the china’s first cellular module compliant to the 3gpp
release 13, has successfully transmitted
data between water meter companies and
the users via nB-iot commercial network.
Quectel ceo Patrick Qian comments, “I am
very proud that Quectel’s BC95 NB-IoT
module has been successfully installed in the
www.international.electronica-azi.ro
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low-power Mcus and Bluetooth radios prepare
Appliances for connectivity with Billions of “Things”
by: jason Tollefson, Sr. product Marketing Manager
Microchip Technology
now the internet of things (iot) is a reality,
household appliances are an asset to providing consumers with control of their costs
and time, and manufacturers with new revenue and service models. Appliance designers can fit their products with sensors to
monitor the usage patterns and energy consumption, sleek user interface displays to
show usage data whilst also providing timely
service and exclusive buying opportunities.
with the expected deployment of the iot
being an order of magnitude greater than
that of smart phones, there will be tens of
billions of “things” that must be powered.
Appliance designers will want to reduce, or
at least maintain, their present power-consumption levels - in order to meet governmental regulations, while adding iot capabilities.
to fulfill this need, extremely low power
microcontrollers (Mcus) and Bluetooth®
Smart radios are required. they represent a
16
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flexible and cost effective way to connect
objects at the edge of the iot. let’s explore
these aspects of a low-power iot system.
DEFINING ThE IoT
there are many interpretations of the iot,
often depending on what portion of the
market you serve, but one definition in
wikipedia1, as shown in figure 1, does a
good job of summarizing the concept.

So, relating this definition to appliances, an
iot appliance would be uniquely identifiable, offer advanced connectivity, such as
Bluetooth Smart or wi-fi®, and connect to
the existing internet infrastructure.
IoT-ENABLED SERVICES
connecting appliances to the internet ushers
in a new paradigm for both consumers and
producers.

Figure 1: IoT Defined

LOW-POWER MCUs

Consumer
Schedule Run Time during low energy cost periods
Utilize smart phone GPS position information to control HVAC systems autonomously
Remotely control and configure appliances via smart phone app
Utilize Bluetooth® Smart beacons to automatically provide interactive information
Utilize cloud applications to provide appliance usage trends and give recommendations
Producer
Record and upload parametric data to track component performance
Enable marketing automation tools, linked to product usage, that offer consumables when needed
Identify emerging performance issues and contact consumer to schedule maintenance
Provide appliance feature use patterns across various geographies and demographics to optimize
product cost and R&D
Table 1: Top 5 Examples of New Appliance Services.
for consumers, it offers them value in the ability to control cost and manage time. for producers, it offers value in the ability to monitor
the performance of the appliance, proactively solve maintenance issues, and offer revenue-generation structures.
ENABLING SMART PhONES AS YOUR
IoT GATEWAY
the smart phone, low-power Mcu and
Bluetooth Smart radio offer appliance manufacturers the simplest way to add iot capabilities in their products. Smart phones now
ship with integrated Bluetooth Smart, providing an instant gateway to the internet,
with the added benefit of simplified pairing
to the appliance. A smartphone app can
control the user experience and manage the
data transfer to and from the appliance. wifi is another method to iot-enable appliances that provides a constant channel to
communicate sensor data, but pairing can
be slightly more challenging.

the low-power Mcu and radio also maintain compliance with governmental regulations by adding connectivity without measureable increases in power consumption.
BLUETOOTh PRIMER
Seeing the simplicity of this system, let’s
explore the components in detail. we’ll
begin with Bluetooth. it’s very likely that you
have used Bluetooth in some form for years.
you may own a Bluetooth headset for your
phone, and many cars have Bluetooth for
Technical Specification
frequency
range
throughput
Max nodes
latency
(Time between packets)
target Applications

audio streaming. But the Bluetooth we are
interested in for iot appliances is Bluetooth
Smart. this is a new standard that is only
recently available from the Bluetooth Sig.
this new standard enables low-power operation, which is ideal for iot applications.
looking at table 22, you see that Bluetooth
classic offers longer range and throughput
of 2.1 Mbps. But for low-data-rate applications like iot appliances, this rate is not
required. Bluetooth Smart’s advantage is that
it connects quickly, has throughput matching
the need for iot and offers lower power
consumption. Bluetooth Smart was designed
specifically for devices at the edge of the iot.
recall the wikipedia definition of an iot
device; it had to be uniquely identifiable.
well, Bluetooth Smart has that capability. for
example, figure 2 portrays the organization
of a Bluetooth Smart medical application.
the hierarchy in figure 2 shows the
Bluetooth Blood pressure profile. this profile has services attributed to it, such as the
device service and Blood pressure service.
you can see that the profile includes uuid,
uniquely identifiable information (in this
example, the manufacturer), which is a
requirement for iot. this is just one example that is part of the Bluetooth Smart gAtt
or generic Attribute profiles.

Bluetooth® Classic
2.4 gHz
10-100 meters
0.7-2.1 Mbps
7
2.5 ms (data) +
100 ms (conn.)
High throughput &
interoperability
Table 2: Bluetooth Comparison.

Bluetooth Smart
2.4 gHz
10 meters
25 kbps
no limit
Several ms (data)
<6 ms (conn.)
low power consumption

Bluetooth Smart offers beacon capability,
vastly simplifying the pairing process.
Beacons can advertise3 their presence to the
smart phone when the two are in close proximity. wi-fi pairing, on the other hand,
requires pushing a wi-fi direct button on the
router, which often resides in another room.
GENERATING VALUABLE DATA
the value of the appliance’s iot connection is generated by low-power Mcus
mated to a Bluetooth Smart radio. the
Mcu collects sensor data, such as power
consumption or run hours, generated within the appliance and stores it in a usable
format. when a smart phone connects with
the appliance, the data are uploaded and
either transmitted or displayed.
www.international.electronica-azi.ro

Figure 2: Bluetooth Profile hierarchy.
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the profiles are typically supported in the
Bluetooth device directly, as shown in figure 3.
there are profiles for many other applications, including a custom4 profile. the custom profile is ideal for appliances.

these parameters, when combined, allow
for data to be transmitted as frequently as
every 7.5 milliseconds, or as infrequently
as every 33 minutes for maximum energy
savings.

Figure 3: Block Diagram of Bluetooth® Smart Module.
BLUETOOTh SMART SAVES ENERGY
in addition to uniquely identifiable attributes, what makes Bluetooth Smart radios
ideal for iot appliances is their power
needs. the radio has the ability to stay
paired with a smart phone without requiring
a constant connection; and since connections require power, this saves energy.
the Bluetooth radio features a “connect
interval” and “Slave latency,” which make
this possible. in figure 4, you see that the
connect interval is the time period
between which the slave or “peripheral”
transmits to the Smart phone or “central,”
before entering a low-power state.

LOW-POWER MCU FEATURES
of course the other half of the power
equation is the Mcu. power consumption
is largely determined by the power mode
state and clock speed.
POWER MODES
Many new low-power Mcus include
power modes. this is the ability to change
the configuration of the Mcu under software control. typical examples are run,
doze, idle, low-voltage sleep, and deep
sleep. each of these modes has key attributes that affect power. for example, the
pic® Mcu has doze and low-voltage sleep
modes. in doze, the Mcu can run code at a

lower frequency than its on-chip peripherals. this reduces current consumption, but
still allows key peripherals like a uArt to

SOURCES:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_of_Things
2
https://developer.bluetooth.org/TechnologyOverview/Pages/BLE.aspx (2013)
1
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CLOCK SWITChING
low-power Mcus also offer on-the-fly
clock switching. this is the ability to change
clock frequency based upon the task. if you
are running math-intensive filter algorithms
on sensor data, run at full clock speed.
if in a simple loop and awaiting an interrupt, dial back clock speed to save current.
using these methods, current consumption
is reduced from 5 milliamps to 26 microamps - a savings of 99%.
the bottom line: low-power Mcus make it
easy to save energy.
STEP OUT TO ThE EDGE
Joining the edge of the iot is quite achievable for a broad range of appliance
designs. By using the built-in features of
low-power Mcus and Bluetooth radios, it
is now possible to create a connection to
the iot from an appliance that maintains
regulatory energy compliance. this connection allows the collection, processing
and transmission of data to smart phones in
a way not possible just a few years ago.
with smart phones remaining a staple in
modern day life, they provide an instant
gateway to value-creating applications.
consumers value connectivity as it allows
management of their busy lives from the
one device they always have near, their
smart phone. Manufacturers also benefit
from this connectivity through gaining an
insight into product performance and
usage, allowing the utilization of modern
marketing and service techniques to
reduce lifetime costs and enhance revenue
as well as gaining insight for the development of next-gen appliances.
The IoT is here, and it represents new
opportunity, so step out there.

Figure 4: Bluetooth Smart Communication Period.
this time varies from a few milliseconds to
several seconds, with the regularity of the
connection determined by Slave latency.

communicate at the proper baud rate.
low-voltage sleep switches out the highperformance, on-chip regulator for a lowcurrent regulator, allowing full Mcu state
retention using current of only hundreds of
nano-Amps. A transition from run to lowvoltage sleep reduces current consumption by 99.9%.

3
4

Microchip Technology
www.microchip.com

http://ww1.microchip.com/downloads/en/DeviceDoc/70005191A%20(1).pdf (2014)
www.microchip.com//wwwAppNotes/AppNotes.aspx?appnote=en572728 (2014)
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electrical safety in medical technology:

SAfe iSn’t
AlwAyS SAfe
rAcM40_65: ideally suited for medical technology – no derating with housing thanks to convection and contact cooling – and ambient temperatures of up to 80°c

Medical technology in general is a growth market, regardless of
whether this involves devices for use in surgery or intensive care, or
in the professional medical environment such as in the laboratory
sector or diagnostics. Sales revenue in the uSA and europe was
already up by three percent in 2014, with investments in research
and development steadily growing by six percent. firmly on the rise
in line with the trend, however, the highest – two-figure – growth
figures are in non-imaging diagnostics and in the therapy sector.
in addition to the professional field, the
therapy sector is also steadily increasing in
importance. particularly interesting in this
context is what is referred to as “mobile
health”. constant cost pressure on the
health insurance funds means that stays in
hospital as an inpatient should as far as possible be minimized, and that means remote
treatment and therapy in the patient’s own
home, homecare, are becoming more and
more significant. for electrical devices in the
medical technology sector, however, use in
the private environment means that conditions and regulations are becoming more
stringent, too. portable devices with direct
mains connection must, according to
iec/en60601-1, always be designed in protection class ii, and, if appropriate, also in Bf.
the below should clarify these terms in
greater detail.
electrical safety with power supply units
relates essentially to protection against electric shock. in this context, depending on the
application, there are a number of different
Standards to be applied. to ensure electri20
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cal safety for power supply units, there are
two Standards which are relevant. on the
one hand, there are iec/en60950-1 and
iec/en60601-1. At this point, too, the
iec/en 60335-1 (“Household and similar
electrical appliances”) should be mentioned,
which is sandwiched between the two other
Standards referred to. Both of them serve
the same purpose, but only one can be
applied
to
medical
technology.
iec/en60601-1 differentiates between
devices with direct and indirect patient contact, and a distinction is drawn between
three classes: B (Non-Patient Contact), BF
(Body Floating), and CF (Cardiac Floating).
class B is suited for general medical applications, and therefore only for MOOP
(Means of Operator Protection). this means
medical personnel, or even members of
the general public, who operate the device
in a healthy state. A comparison in this case
would be a pc which is approved in accordance with iec/en60950 (and likewise the
external power supply unit which supplies
it) and which is therefore in direct contact

with the user, but a healthy user, and therefore, on the basis of use in the office or it
environment, is likewise “only” approved in
accordance with iec/en60950. the much
more stringent classes Bf and cf describe
equipment which is in direct contact with
the patient. in this situation, a distinction is
made between on or under the skin, i.e.
inside the body. Both classes also impose
higher or safer isolating distances (Mops –
Means of protection). in this case, this is
designated as Mopp (Means of patient
protection) – one of the innovations with
iec/en60601 3rd edition.
All the classifications referred to up to now
relate – without exception – to equipment.
the power supply unit or the power supply
as a key component can indeed simplify this
requirement, but this does not mean that
they will fulfil it alone. for example, when
combined with a dc/dc converter securing
the additional insulating distance, a general
B-classified iec/en60601 power supply unit
can become one for direct patient contact.
the same also applies to the maximum leakage currents. the table below provides an
overview of the relevant air clearance and
creepage distances.
in addition to the air clearance and creepage distances, the iec/en60601 standard
also imposes restrictions on what are
referred to as patient leakage currents,
under normal circumstances and in the
event of a fault or failure, to much lower
values than with ite-classified devices. As
well as the mains-side leakage current, a

ELECTRICAL SAFETY
decisive role is also played in this situation
by the “touch current” (formerly the enclosure leakage current according to
iec/en60601 2nd ed.), effectively the same
as the patient leakage current (see table 2).
if a power supply fulfils both criteria – on

over the next few years; despite increased
efficiencies, the trend is moving away from
exclusively forced cooling, towards a combination with contact cooling. this means less
noise and less maintenance, ideal for
portable medical devices.

Table 1: creepage and clearance distances

In red: Amendement 1 (2012)

3rd Edition

INSULATION CATEGORY
pri to Sec
pri to pe
pri to pri
Sec to pe
pri to Sec
pri to pe
pri to pri
Sec to pe

two Mopp
one Mopp
one Mopp
one Mopp
two Moop
one Moop
one Moop
one Moop

WORK
VOLTAGE
double 150-250vrms
Basic
150-250vrms
Basic
150-250vrms
Basic
< 60vdc
double 150-250vrms
Basic
150-250vrms
Basic
150-250vrms
Basic
< 60vdc

Table 2: leakage currents in μA

3rd Edition

LEAKAGE CURRENT
earth leakage current
touch current
patient leakage current
(n/A to power supply)

dc
Ac

TEST
CREEPAGE DIS- AIR
VOLTAGE
CLEARANCE
4000vac
8mm
5mm
1500vac
4mm
2.5mm
n/A
3mm
1.6mm
tBd
2.2mm
1.2mm
3000vac
5mm
4mm
1500vac
2.5mm
2mm
n/A
3mm
1.6mm
no test
1.3mm
1mm

NC... normal condition, SFC... single failure condition

TYPE B
NC
5000/500
100
10
100

the one hand, the Bf classification, and, on
the other, the version in protection class ii
relevant to mobile devices – then it is perfectly suited for the growth market referred
to at the beginning, homecare or mobile
health. But caution is needed, because in
April 2017 a new revision of iec/en60601 is
coming into force – edition 4. this tightens
things up even more with regard to eSd
tests (air discharge 15kv, contact discharge
8kv), as well as interference immunity
(iec61000-4-8 and iec 61000-4-3) for
home healthcare devices, as they are
referred to in the Standard. Another exciting point to watch is the further development in miniaturization. increasing efficiency, driven not least by the erp l5 (Energy
Reduction Program) and doe vi (Department
of Energy), means that standard sizes are
constantly becoming smaller. for example,
ten years ago, a 200w power supply unit
still needed 3×5” of space, and even then
200w could only be achieved with forced
cooling. nowadays, a comparable device
only needs 2×3”, and is only 1” high.
this miniaturisation will play a decisive role

eoS_120 watt evolution
www.international.electronica-azi.ro

SFC
10000
500
50
500

TYPE BF
NC
5000/500
100
10
100

SFC
10000
500
50
500

TYPE CF
NC
5000/500
100
10
10

SFC
10000
500
50
50

for a number of years codico has been
focusing on medical technology products,
and, with recoM and eoS power, calls two
powerful players in the fields of power supply units and medical dc/dc modules their
partners. new from eoS power is the wlc
series, which on just 5×3“ (127×76.2mm)
delivers up to 550w. the special feature
with this series is the combination of contact
cooling, natural convection, and forced cooling. thanks to an offset contact plate, thermal contacting can be achieved at a cooling
element or at the housing of the particular
application. the new series is approved in
accordance with iec/en60601-1-2 4th
edition, and provides classification in accordance with Bf, as well as 2×Mopp between
input and output. the series operates with a
standby current consumption of only 0.5w,
and is available a class i and ii equipment.
conversely, recoM's rAcM Series focuses on full power capacity without derating,
no matter if housing is used or not (2×3“,
40w-100w, convection/contact cooled
up to 80°c ambient temperature).
recoM’s medical power supply units from
the rAcM Series can be operated with full
capacity even in hermetically sealed housings. this is particularly advantageous in situations in which a fan cannot be used for reasons of hygiene, noise development, or safety, or in order to avoid contamination. there
are three different series available, delivering constant output ratings from 40w to
100w and adjustable output voltages from
5v to 48vdc – and all without the need for
a fan. All the power supply units are certified

rAcM100
for medical use in accordance with ul, ce
and 3rd edition, with 2×Mopp/250vAc, and
comprise a very low leakage current (<75μA)
and Bf-classification. output voltages range
from 5v to 48vdc.
the rAcM Series provides a degree of efficiency of up to 93%, low power loss, and
precise regulation over a broad load and
input range. the standby consumption is
less than 0.3w, which means that the modules also meet the erp directive. the 40w
and 65w versions are certified both as a
2×3“ open-frame variant as well as with a
metal housing, which allows for optimum
contact cooling combined with user protection. the pcB in the 100w version in the
metal housing likewise measures just 2×3”.
the power supply units can be operated at
temperatures from -40 to +80°c without
derating. the class ii power supply units
come with reinforced isolation of 4kvAc
between the input and output, and 1.5kvAc
between input and output and eMc ground.
All the modules meet the Standards
en60601-1-2, fcc18 and en55022 class B
eMc, and come with a 5-year guarantee.
these robust power supply units also meet
the provisions of iec60068 for shock and
vibration. this makes them particularly
well-suited for installation in portable
medical devices for use in hospitals, medical practices, or homecare nursing. And,
thanks to the classification for altitudes of
5000m above sea level, they can also be
used in air ambulance flights or medical
practices in high locations. the 2×3” family
has just recently been complimended by a
150w version on 2×4”. this delivers peak
power values of 150w, and is optionally
available with an intelligent fan for constant
operation at 150w without derating.
contact:
Ivan Mitic – tel: +43 1 86305 194
e-mail: ivan.mitic@codico.com
Andreas hanausek – tel: +43 1 86305 131
e-mail: andreas.hanausek@codico.com
www.codico.com
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POWER TO MARINE

What are the challenges?

Author:
Patrick Le Fèvre,
chief Marketing and
communications officer
Powerbox

We are all aware about self-driving
cars and all exciting projects the
automotive industry is engaged
but very few have heard about
unmanned ship and projects to
operate large fleets of vessels navigating from dock to dock without
operational crews (Figure 1).
At early stage but projects such as
Maritime Unmanned Navigation
Through Intelligence In Networks
(MUNIN) investigated feasibility
and test-bed development for
future developments.
Considering unmanned ships will
require extreme reliability from
the main generator to single
point-of-load, challenges placed
on power designers will be far
beyond anything we knew.
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Figure 1
Rolls-Royce unmanned ship project
(source: Rolls-Royce)

STATE OF ThE ART
IN MARINE POWER
future generations of power supplies
for unmanned ship are still under definition though it is important to understand the specificity of the Marine segment, which is quiet unique in terms of
environmental and regulations.
due to the nature of the business, the
requirements imposed on products
and systems deployed in shipping and
offshore installations are heavier than
what is currently requested for land
industrial and office environment. in
addition, international regulations and
standards applying to the Marine
industry are very complex, requiring
in depth knowledge of the application
and where it will be operated. power
designers must know a lot about
marine specific voltage distribution,
combining dc and Ac networks, safety regulation and many others such as
“operational Zones” which, from ship
to ship and nature of merchandized
transported could be totally different.

ThE zONES
generally two zones are distinguished
on a ship; the “bridge and the open
deck zone”, and the “general power
zone”, which basically intend all other
spaces in the ship.
one example of specific requirement
per zone is the electromagnetic emission and immunity (eMc). the areas
open deck and bridge have extra
demands on the electromagnetic
emission and immunity (eMc), as a lot
of sensitive equipment is positioned
here, such as communication, radar
and navigation devices. these eMc
requirements regarding emissions are
well below the known en55022 level
B and measurement starts already at
10 kHz, instead of the usual 150 kHz.
the limits regarding mechanical and
climatic requirements are also higher
than for the average industrial application. vibration levels up to 4g are
common, as well as large temperature
fluctuations from -25°c and + 70°c
and high relative humidity where condensation cannot be excluded.

POWER
DESIGN

ThE RULES
it is common to say that; every country with
a maritime sector has its own certificationauthority with specific demand for local
certification, which forces power designers
to keep track of the final application where
the power supplies will be installed. in general, there is a common group of standards
and qualification processes that have similar roots for all countries-certification
though, from country to country and maritime sub segments, there are as well, a
number of very specific requirements
increasing complexity. the difficulty is
there is no de-facto percentage of “common standards” versus specific, requiring
power designers to start any new project
by reviewing a large number of documents
prior designing anything.
in order to develop a sustainable way-ofworking, to ensure that the power solutions
can be utilized all over the world, Marine
power supplies designers used to combine
the requirements from all countries active
in marine construction and operation, to
establish a cross reference table with
equivalence and specific action in case of
major deviations (i.e. higher demand on
shock and vibration).

Figure 2

once such equivalence table is established,
the toughest requirements of
each category is selected and used as
reference for designing, verifying and qualifying the final power supply.
this is done in close cooperation with the
final customer, reducing risk to underspecified the power supply and to miss
final qualification.
from this design methodology, combined
with in depth knowledge of local standards
and regulations results a test protocol that
meet international and local requirements.
this test protocol is then applied to all
products, simplifying the final approval but
as well that the power supply can be used
in case of replacement or system-upgrade
in any country.
usually Marine customers expect the
power supplies to comply, certified and be
stamped with the type approval logo of
germanischer lloyd (gl) though, because
of the extensive testing to meet en60945
for extended approvals by Bureau veritas
(Bv), lloyds register (lrS), America Bureau
of Shipping (ABS), det norske veritas
(dnv), korean register of Shipping (kr)
and many other notified bodies in the maritime world.

Figure 3
Powerbox PT577 - Marine grade
power supply in cassette format with
built-in ORing diodes
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MORE POWER IN
SMALLER FOOTPRINT
with the increase number of embedded
electronics the marine industry has a need
for more functionality in a smaller space.
nowadays, ship owners want to equip their
vessels with broadband internet connections for both passengers and crew with as
much as possible the same features than
when ashore.
furthermore, for instance position tracking
systems are built-in to monitor requiring

Powerbox PT571 - Marine grade
power supply designed optimized
for conduction cooling in confined
environment
very compact power supplies, operated in
confined environment without fan. Such
power supplies has to be designed for conduction cooling, with high attention on dissipative components placement and optimized conduction cooling (figure 2).
for most of the power distribution systems,
power units are preferably in cassette format, which is simpler to install, maintain and
upgrade. the Marine cassettes are usually
fixed on din-rail though electrical designers within the ship-industry are requiring
the power supply to be as well compliant
with standalone conduction cooling installation anywhere on the ship, meaning, as
for the embedded power supply, the
design has to be highly optimized for conduction cooling (figure 3).
packaging more power in smaller box, with
optimized conduction cooling requires a
high degree of integration of the power
circuits. the efficiency should be as high as
possible, because a small housing also
means that the cooling surface is smaller. By
using the of the most recent resonant circuits and switching control methods, efficiency up to 95% is achieved though power
designers are exploring new technologies
such as digital control and latest generation
of gallium nitride (gan) power fet, targeting higher efficiency and flatter curve,
keeping the efficiency high, from very low
load to high load. All new technologies are
explored though the nature of the business
(often ships are in the middle of oceans
and weeks from any lands) requirement for
extremely high reliability applies and new
technologies have to be verified for
extreme conditions.

POWER SUPPLIES

this an ongoing process, which is also
mandatory for future unmanned ship were
maintenance during operation almost
impossible.
reliability and zero downtime are the rule.
for that, power supplies should be able to
be connected in parallel for redundancy
operation. it is very common to add an
external oring block (usually in similar
dimensions as the power supplies) which
the electricians interconnect to the power
supplies. this conventional way tends to
disappear and electronics paralleling circuitry built-in the power supply itself.
Adding that function into the power unit
saved space in the shelf for more vital
equipment but add requirement on power
designer to integrate more into smaller
packaging.

power designers are exploring new technology to permanently improve efficiency,
decrease power consumption and dissipation. unmanned ships will require a level of
reliability that will be close to the mythic
“fault Zero” and ability for power supplies
to be controlled and monitor from a central office (figure 4), which could be on the
other side of the planet.
for power designer it will be an amazing
challenge to combine state of the arts technology in switching, thermal management,
control and intelligence. we are close to a
new era where power supplies will become
self-controlled and able to diagnose early
sign of failures to apply corrective action. is
that a dream or reality? in my opinion it’s
knocking at the door and will soon be
there!

WhAT’S NExT IN MARINE?
existing power solutions for the Marine
industry have proven their robustness and
international compliances.

References:
Maritime unmanned navigation through
intelligence in networks (Munin)
www.unmanned-ship.org/munin
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patrick le fèvre is an experienced, senior marketer
and degree-qualified engineer with a
25-year track record of success in power
electronics. He has pioneered the marketing of new technologies such as digital
power and technical initiatives to reduce
energy consumption. le fèvre has written and presented numerous white
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international power electronics conferences. these have been published over
180 times in media throughout the
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Powerbox
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Figure 4
Rolls-Royce ox Land-based control center
(source: Rolls-Royce)
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USING OP AMPS TO REDUCE
NEAR-FIELD EMI ON PCBs
Automotive, industrial, medical, and many other applications use sensitive analog circuits that
must perform their function while remaining immune to noise disturbances in their local environment. Many of these disturbances occur on nearby “noisy” circuits located on the same printed
circuit board (pcB), while other interference can be picked up by cable interfaces that couple
noise onto the pcB and its circuits.
By Todd Toporski
Analog Applications
INTRODUCTION
one of the best ways to reduce electromagnetic interference (eMi) on pcB designs
is through intelligent use of operational
amplifiers (op amps). unfortunately, op
amps are often overlooked as a tool for
reducing eMi in many applications. this
may be due to the perception that op amps
are susceptible to eMi and that extra steps
must be taken to enhance their immunity to
noise. while this is true of many older
devices, designers may not be aware that
newer op amps often have superior immunity performance over previous generations. designers also may not understand or
consider the key benefits that an op amp
circuit can provide for reducing noise in
their system and pcB designs. this article
reviews sources of eMi and discusses op
amp characteristics that aid in mitigating
near-field eMi on sensitive pcB designs.
EMI SOURCES, VICTIM CIRCUITS, AND
COUPLING MEChANISMS
eMi is a disturbance caused by a source of
electrical noise that impacts a second electrical circuit in an unintentional and often
undesirable manner. in all cases, an interfering noise signal is either a voltage, a current,
electromagnetic radiation, or some combination of these three coupled from a noise
source to a victim circuit.
eMi is not limited to radio frequency interference (rfi). Strong sources of eMi exist
below radio bands in “lower” frequency
ranges, sources such as switching regulators,
led circuits, and motor drivers operating in
the tens to hundreds of kilohertz range. A
60-Hz line noise is another example. Sources
transfer noise to victim circuits through one
or more of four possible coupling mecha26
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nisms. three of the four are considered
near-field coupling, including conducted
coupling, electric-field coupling, and magnetic-field coupling. the fourth mecha-nism
is far-field radiated coupling, in which electromagnetic energy is radiated over multiple wavelengths.

example, –40 or –60 dB/decade) can be
implemented if more attenuation is needed.
resistor tolerances of one percent or lower
are recommended. likewise, capacitors
having very good tempera-ture coefficient
(npo, cog) and tolerances of 5% or lower
are preferred for best filter performance.

ACTIVE FILTERING OF
DIFFERENTIAL-MODE NOISE
Active op amp filters can significantly reduce
eMi and noise on a pcB within the bandwidth of the circuit, but they are underutilized in many designs. the desired differential-mode (dM) signal can be band-limited
while unwanted dM noise is filtered out.

REDUCING INPUT
COMMON-MODE NOISE
in figure 1, common-mode (cM) noise
sources also present noise at the circuit’s
input. cM noise can be described as a noise
voltage that is common (or the same) at both
op amp inputs, and is not part of the intended differential mode signal that the op amp

Figure 1: DM and CM input noise applied to active op amp filter.
figure 1 demonstrates dM noise coupled
into an input signal through parasitic capacitance (cp). the combined signal and noise is
received by a first-order active low-pass filter. the differential op amp circuit has its
low-pass cutoff frequency set just above the
desired signal bandwidth by r2 and c1.
Higher frequencies are attenuated by 20 dB
per decade. Higher-order active filters (for

is trying to measure or condition. cM noise
can occur in a number of ways. one example
is a system where the ground reference of
one circuit is at a different voltage potential
than a second circuit to which it is interfacing.
the difference in “ground” voltages may be
in millivolts or many volts, and can also occur
at many different frequencies. these differences in voltages cause unintended voltage

OP AMPS

drops and flow of currents that can interfere
with the connected circuitry. cars, aircraft,
and large buildings with many circuits are
often susceptible to this type of interference.
A key advantage of op amps is their differential input stage architecture, and their
ability to reject cM noise when configured
as a differential amplifier. common-mode
rejection ratio (cMrr) is specified for every
op amp, but total cMrr of the circuit must
also include the effects of input and feedback resistors. resistor variation strongly
impacts cMrr. therefore, matched resistors with tolerances 0.1%, 0.01% or better,
are needed to achieve a desired cMrr for
the application. while good performance is
achievable using external resistors, use of
instrumentation or differential amplifiers
with internally-trimmed resistors is another
option. for example, the inA188 is an
instrumentation amp with internally
trimmed resistors and high cMrr of 104 dB.
in figure 1 the cM noise (vcM_noise = vcM1
= vcM2) can be rejected by cMrr of the op
amp circuit if the noise is within the active
bandwidth of the circuit. the level of rejection depends on accurately-matched resistors to be chosen for r2/r1. equation 1 can
be used to determine cMrrtotAl, which
includes the effects of resistor toler-ance
(rtol) and op amp cMrr as specified in
the data sheet. for example, if the op amp
data sheet specifies its cMrr(dB) = 90 dB,
then (1/cMrrAMp) = 0.00003. in many circuits, resistor tolerance will be the main limiting factor to achieve a target cMrrtotAl.
equation 1 is derived from an equation in
reference 1 for cMrr of an ideal op amp, in
which the cMrrAMp term is assumed to be
very large (infinity). for an ideal op amp, the
(1/cMrrAMp) term is zero and cMrrtotAl is
based only on resistors and Av. cMrrtotAl
can be converted to dB using equation 2.

where Av = closed-loop gain of the op
amp, rtol = % tolerance of r1 and r2 (for
example, 0.1%, 0.01%, 0.001%), and cMrrAMp = data-sheet specification for cMrr
in decimal form (not dB).
ENhANCING IMMUNITY TO RFI AND
OThER hIGh-FREQUENCY EMI
As shown in previous sections, active filtering and cMrr can reliably reduce circuit
noise in the device’s band-limited range,
www.international.electronica-azi.ro

including dM and cM eMi up into the MHz
range. However, exposure to rfi noise
above the intended operating frequency
range may cause non-linear behavior in the
device. op amps are most susceptible to rfi
on their high-impedance differential input
stage because dM and cM rfi noise can be
rectified by internal diodes (formed by p-n
junctions on the silicon). this rectification
creates a small dc voltage or offset that is
amplified and may appear as an erroneous
dc offset at the output. depending on the
accuracy and sensitivity of the system, this
may create undesirable circuit performance
or behavior. fortunately, enhancing op amp
immunity (or reducing susceptibility) to rfi
can be achieved using one of two methods.
the first and best option is to use an eMihardened op amp that includes internal
input filtering to reject noise in the range of
tens of megahertz up to gigahertz. More
than 80 ti devices exist today and can be
found by searching “eMi Hardened” devices
on the ti op amp parametric search engine.
More details on eMi-hardened op amps can
be found in references 2 and 3.

frequency above the desired bandwidth of
the op amp circuit, and cdM is typically
determined first. ccM capacitors are then
chosen to be at least ten times smaller than
cdM to minimize their impact on fc_dM, and
because ccM capacitors are target-ing higher frequencies. As a result, fc_cM will be set
to a frequency higher than fc_dM. note that
an eMi-hardened device can be used to
elimi-nate the components boxed in red
and simplify the design.

LOW OUTPUT IMPEDANCE
REDUCES INTERFERENCE
Another important characteristic of op amps
is their very-low output impedance, typically
a few ohms or less in most configurations. to
understand how this is beneficial for reducing eMi, consider how eMi impacts low- and
high-impedance circuits. the diagram in
figure 3 represents two circuits. the first is
an audio circuit that represents the input of

Figure 2: Passive EMI/RFI input filters improve high frequency immunity.
the second option is to add external
eMi/rfi filters to the input of the op amp.
this may be the only option if a design
requires using a device that does not
include internal eMi filters. figure 2 shows a
standard difference-amplifier configuration
using external dM and cM filters that are
targeted at higher eMi frequen-cies.
without input filters, the circuit gain is
|r2/r1|. if passive input filters are added, r3
resistors are typically needed to prevent
the cdM capacitor from reducing the phase
margin of the amplifier. the dM low-pass
filter consists of both r1 resistors, cdM, and
both ccM capacitors. the cM low-pass filter uses both r1 resis-tors and both ccM
capacitors. equations for the –3-dB cutoff
frequencies of the dM and cM filters (fc_dM
and fc_cM) are shown below. fc_dM is set at a

an analog-to-digital converter (Adc) is comprised of a 1-vp-p, 2-kHz sinusoid (vS1), 600Ω source impedance (rS1), and a 20-kΩ load
impedance (rl1). Source impedances like
600Ω are common in audio applications for
sources such as microphones and high-input
impedances like 20kΩ are common for
audio Adcs. the second circuit is a 100-kHz
clock source driving a 3.3-v clock signal (vS2)
with a series-termination resistor of 22Ω
(rS2) and load imped-ance of 500kΩ (rl2).
the high-impedance load repre-sents the
digital input of another device. in a real system, i2c serial bus clocks in the 100- to 400kHz range are common around audio Adcs
and circuits. Although i2c clocks are typically
driven in bursts (not continuously), this simulation shows the possible impact during the
time the clock is driving.
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Figure 3: Clock noise source and audio victim circuit.
A clock routed near a sensitive audio trace is
a real possibility on high density audio and
infotainment pcB designs. for capaci-tive
coupling to occur, it takes only a few picofarads of parasitic pcB capacitance to inject
clock noise current into the victim audio signal. this is simulated using only 1pf of parasitic capacitance, as shown in figure 3. How
can noise be reduced in the audio circuit? As
it turns out, reducing the impedance of a victim circuit is one way to reduce its susceptibility to coupled noise. for circuits with relatively high source impedance (>50Ω) coupled-noise can be reduced by minimizing
the source impedance seen by the circuit
load. in figure 4, a non inverting configuration of the opA350 is added to the circuit to
buffer the signal and isolate the source
impedance from the load. compared to
600 Ω, the output impedance of the op amp
is very low, which significantly reduces the
clock noise.
DON’T FORGET ThE IMPORTANCE
OF DECOUPLING
Adding decoupling capacitors to power
supply pins is extremely beneficial in filtering high-frequency eMi noise and enhancing
the immunity of the op amp circuit. All figures in this article show decoupling capacitor cd as part of the circuit. while the subject of decoupling can get complex very
quickly, a few good “rules of thumb” apply
28
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Figure 4: Op amp circuit reduces EMI from clock source.

to any design. in particular, select capacitors
with the following characteristics:
(a) very-good temperature coefficient,
such as X7r, npo, or cog
(b) very-low equivalent series inductance
(eSl)
(c) lowest possible impedance over the
desired fre-quency spectrum
(d) capacitor values in the 1- to 100-nf
range usually work well, but criteria (b)
and (c) above are more critical than the
capacitor value.
placement and connections are just as critical as the selected capacitor. place capacitor as close to the supply pins as possible.
connections to pcB supply/ground should
be as short as possible with short traces or
via connections.
CONCLUSION
op amps can help to reduce near-field eMi
on a pcB and enhance the system design.
Here are some key points to consider for
any design:
• reduce input dM noise from cables/
circuits using a well chosen active filter
configuration (figure 1).
• reduce input cM noise from cables/
circuits by selecting an op amp with high
cMrr and using precision matched
resistors (figure 1, equations 1, 2).
• further enhance immunity to highfrequency eMi or rfi (both dM/cM

noise) by selecting an eMi-hardened
device, or by using external passive
eMi/rfi filters (figure 2).
• use the low impedance of the op amp
output to reduce coupled noise when
driving the signal to other circuits on the
pcB.
• finally, reduce supply noise by using a
proper decou-pling strategy for the op
amp and all other circuits.
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Latest Würth Elektronik eiSos subsidiary AMBER wireless

Growth at the Wireless Module Specialist
AMBer wireless gmbH has been part of the würth elektronik eiSos group for half a year and
very successful since then. the company from trier selectively pursues new product development for the application areas of internet of things, Monitoring and control, as well as
Automated Meter reading. Both companies assess the takeover as a major success. the number
of customer activities has developed dramatically since the merger and the wireless module specialist is looking to fill numerous new jobs for skilled workers.

CEOs of Würth Elektronik eiSos, Oliver Konz (left) and Thomas Schrott

AMBER wireless M-Bus USB
adapter, also available as a
proprietary wireless module.
Image source: AMBER wireless

wireless is also working increasingly on the development of
new wireless modules for wifi
and 4g/5g.
OUTLOOK:
hANNOVER
MESSE FOR ThE FIRST TIME
wireless modules are basic
components in the extremely
high-growth areas of wireless
connectivity. in order to address
further potential customers in
these new fields of application,
AMBer wireless is breaking
new ground and is exhibiting at
the Hannover Messe for the
first time .
GOOD FORTUNE
“Integration of AMBER wireless is
our good fortune. The expertise
and the products, which the new
colleagues contribute, support
Würth Elektronik eiSos in a
strategically crucial future segment. The leading-edge technology for industrial wireless networks supplements and expands

our product portfolio superbly",
according to Oliver Konz and
Thomas Schrott, ceos of
würth elektronik eiSos group.
Oliver Opitz, new general
Manager at AMBer wireless
gmbH, is enthusiastic: “AMBER
wireless and Würth Elektronik
eiSos are shaping the next technological era together.”
www.we-online.com
Image source: AMBER wireless

bility of exerting a greater influence on factors such as package
size, energy consumption,
range or eavesdropping
through individually adapted
firmware than is possible in
standards like Bluetooth and
wireless M-Bus – added value
through customized production. the research and development department at AMBer

Image source: Würth Elektronik eiSos

the trier manufacturer of
wireless modules in various frequency ranges and standards
attracts new customers, not
only with standard solutions,
such as Bluetooth Smart and
wireless M-Bus, but, above all,
with its products in the field of
proprietary wireless stacks.
with these wireless solutions,
customer profit from the possi-

Oliver Opitz, new General
Manager at AMBER wireless GmbH

AMBER wireless evaluation board.
Image source: AMBER wireless

AMBER wireless GmbH, founded in 1997, is a German electronics company, which has specialized in the development, manufacture and distribution of products for wireless data transmission. The company, part of Würth Elektronik eiSos Group since 2016, is one of the leading providers of low power ISM/SRD
wireless solutions in Europe and offers highly efficient wireless modules in the Bluetooth or Wireless M-Bus standard as well as proprietary in the frequency
www.we-online.com
ranges 169 MHz, 433 MHz, 868 MHz, 915 MHz and 2.4 GHz.
www.international.electronica-azi.ro
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NEW PRODUCTS FROM
AUROCON COMPEC
coMpec is the solution for your needs, giving you the option to choose more than
700.000 products from over 2.500 manufacturers, being the optimal choice for a wide
range of technical products for all industries. you can find below a selection of new available
products in our portfolio.
CTC 101 GENUINO STEAM EDUCATION
TOOLBOx

ARROW SMARTEVERYThING LION IoT
SoM BOARD

RS Stock No: 127-1382

RS Stock No: 124-8830

genuino ctc101 is an ideal education toolbox for the
classroom. Suitable for teachers or instructors to teach school students aged from 13 to 17 and require no prior experience with
electronics or programming. creative technologies in the
classroom 101 or ctc 101 is Arduino's one-of-a-kind SteAM
(Science, technology, engineering, Arts, and Mathematics) program for upper secondary education. Students are introduced to
the foundation of programming, electronics and mechanics
through a hands on approach. the ctc101 toolbox comes with
video tutorials, step by step instructions for an easy to assemble
experiments that give an innovative learning experience.

Arrow Smarteverything lion iot SoM (System on Module)
Board helps speed-up the development of internet of things
applications based on the lora technology. lora technology
allows low data rate communications to be made over long distances by sensors and actuators for M2M (machine to machine)
and internet of things. connect Arrow Smarteverything lion
iot SoM (System on Module) Board to the cloud and control
everything. part of the reference design includes lora module,
gpS, nfc, Ble, Mems and power management.

It includes more than 700 components and parts:
• Six genuino 101 Boards - a microcontroller with
programmable inputs and outputs
• Six education Shields - a unit that is placed on top of an
genuino board to make connecting to electronic
components easier
• Set of Sensors and actuators - includes light sensors, button
inputs, knock sensors, potentiometers, touch/capacitive
sensors, tilt sensors, infrared array, a joystick, leds, buzzers,
a speaker and servo motors
• component Modules - quick-connect modules that include
the necessary components
• connectors and various components - other items needed
complete electronics assembly
• 26 experiments divided into 5 themed blocks
30
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Technical specifications:
Microchip CPU Cortex M0+ USB Host (ATSAMD21J18A-MU)
Microchip Crypto-Authentication (ATSHA204A-MAHDA-T)
Dynaflex 868 Mhz Antenna (915/2)
Linear Power management (LTC3526LEDC-LTC4413EDD-LTC1844ES5)
Microchip LoRA Module (RN2483)
Telit GPS with Embedded Antenna (SE868-A)
Microchip Bluetooth Low Energy (RN48730)
Lora Technology enabled
BLE Setting Interface and fw upgrade
GPS Localisation
Arduino Form factor

COMPANIES

BARTh LOGIC CONTROL, CANOPEN
CAN, USB COMMUNICATION 2 PORT,
4 (DIGITAL), 6 (ANALOGUE) × INPUT
RS Stock No: 124-4308
A professional range of Stg-660 cAn Mini-plc from Barth.
the Stg-660 Mini-plc has extended the established Barth
cAn Mini-plc series with an excellent open source hardware
concept. these Mini-plc’s provide hardware-oriented microcontroller programming at lowest current consumption and the
well-known small form factor. various network components can
be connected to the Mini-plc through the cAn bus, such as;
displays & cAn sensors. Both inputs and outputs feature highly
integrated and rugged protection circuits to operate the Miniplc in harsh environments. the Stg-660 does not need any
peripheral components to operate and all models are highly
reliable and excellent quality.

DPDT-2C/0 DIN RAIL INTERFACE RELAY
MODULE PUSh IN, 8A 17.5 → 26.4V DC
RS Stock No: 123-2836
ideal interface for plc and electronic systems; instant ejection of
relay using plastic retaining clip; Supply status indication and coil
suppression module as standard; 440vac switching voltage.

Technical specifications:

Technical specifications:

Load Voltage Rating:
Load Current Rating:
Input Current:
Length:
Input Resistance:
Operating Temperature Range:
Mounting Type:
Maximum Input Voltage:
Number of Poles:
Dimensions:
Turn On Time:
Turn Off Time:
Relay Switching Classification:
Terminal Type:
Contact Configuration:
Height:
Contact Material:
Minimum Input Voltage:
Depth:
Input Voltage Range:
Special Features:

Operating Mode:
Controller Type:
Standards Met:

Standards Met:

Programming
PIC18
EN 50081-1, EN 50082-1, EN 60068-2-6:2008,
EN 60068-2-78:2002, EN 60730-1, EN 61010-1
Width:
45mm
Number of Outputs:
1 (PWM), 8 (Digital)
Output Type:
Digital, PWM, Solid State
Programming Language Used Open Source MICROCHIP ICSP
(C/ BASIC/Assembler)
Operating Temperature: -40°C...+60°C
Application:
Industrial Automation, Technical Education,
Test Systems
Number of Communication Ports: 2
Special Features:
Fail Safe Oscillator, Programmable Status LED,
Ultraflat Housing, Vibration Resistant & Rugged
Sealing
Module Type:
CAN Logic Controller
For Use With:
MICROCHIP PLC 18 Compilers
Dimensions:
93 × 45 × 15 mm
Supply Voltage:
7 → 32 V dc
Mounting Type:
Panel Mount
Termination Type:
Spring
Programming Interface:
Computer
Output Current:
1.5 (Resistive Load) (Digital) A,
2 (Resistive Load) (PWM) A
Length:
93mm
Input Type:
Analogue, Digital
Network Type:
CANOpen
Communication Port Type: CAN, USB
Depth:
15mm
Number of Inputs:
4 (Digital), 6 (Analogue)
www.international.electronica-azi.ro

250V ac
8A
20mA
15.8mm
1200Ω
-40 → +70°C
DIN Rail
26.4V dc
2
15.8 × 66.8 × 95.5mm
10 (AC) ms, 10 (DC) ms
10 (DC) ms, 3 (AC) ms
General Purpose Relay
Push In
DPDT-2C/0
95.5mm
Silver Alloy
17.5V
66.8mm
17.5 → 26.4V dc
AC Coils or DC Coils, Identification Label,
Supply Status Indication & Coil Suppression
Module as Standard
CE, CSA, CULus, EAC, GOST, IMQ, VDE

hELLERMANNTYTON SELF ADhESIVE
CABLE TIE MOUNT
RS Stock No: 126-0337
the flextack mount from Hellermanntyton provides an innovative fixing solution for concave or convex low energy surfaces or if
drilling a hole is not possible. these cable tie mounts allow greater
design freedom and offer uniform stress distribution along with
weight reduction.

Technical specifications:
Color:
Minimum Operating Temperature:
Quantity:
Length:
Cable Tie Width Acceptance:
Maximum Operating Temperature:
Width:
Self Adhesive:
Series:
Fire Behaviour:
Material:

Black
-40°C
100
28mm
5.4mm
+105°C
28 mm
Yes
FlexTack
Self-extinguishing
Nylon 66

For more information about the products
please access: www.rsromania.com

Aurocon Compec
www.compec.ro
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NEWS
ftdi cHip AnnounceS AdvAnced evAluAtion/developMent
ModuleS for uSB 3.1 tecHnology
to complement its ft602 uSB 3.1 (gen 1) video class fifo ic,
which has now gone into full scale production, ftdi chip has
introduced a pair of accompanying hardware modules. the
uMft602A and uMft602X units enable bridging of a fifo bus
to a uSB3.0/1 host and are equipped with either HSMc or fMc
(lpc) connectors. they provide engineers with a simple and
straight forward platform on which to evaluate the functionality of
the 32-bit ft602 devices, which can deliver up to 1920 × 1080
resolution at frame rates of 60fps, with up to 4 video input channels being made available. this should prove particular beneficial
in relation to high performance multimedia applications, like
streaming of video content captured by Hd camera systems.
the uMft602A/X both incorporate 2 parallel slave fifo bus protocols - a multi-channel fifo and a 245 synchronous fifo.
through their respective integrated ft602 ics, these modules
support uSB 3.1 Super Speed (5gbits/s) as well as uSB 2.0 HiSpeed (480Mbit/s) data transfer rates.
they are also capable of delivering data burst rates of up to
400MBytes/s across a 32-bit parallel interface. the uMft602X
has a 70mm × 60mm form factor, while the uMft602A has dimensions of 78.7mm × 60mm. the design of these modules has been
approached in such a way that they can plug directly into the

majority of fpgA development platforms on the market, supplied
by leading programmable logic vendors like Xilinx and Altera. As
daughter cards, the uMft602A/X units will operate with a fifo
master board which has either a HSMc or fMc connectivity.
FTDI Chip | www.ftdichip.com

lAttice SeMiconductor releASeS new eMBedded viSion
developMent kit tArgeted for MoBile-influenced
ApplicAtionS At tHe edge
lattice Semiconductor corporation, the leading provider of customizable smart connectivity solutions, announced the availability of
its embedded vision development kit, the first-of-a-kind development kit optimized for mobile-influenced system designs that
require flexible, low cost, and low power image processing architectures. By leveraging a mix of lattice’s fpgA, ASSp and programmable ASSp (pASSp) products in a single, modular platform, this
unique solution provides the right balance of flexibility and energy
efficiency required for a variety of embedded vision applications in
the industrial, automotive and consumer markets.
the new embedded vision development kit takes advantage of the
company’s smart connectivity and acceleration product lines, equipping customers with a comprehensive, integrated solution for developing designs and enabling faster time-to-market. By combining the
crosslink pASSp mobile bridging device, ecp5 low power, small
form factor fpgA, along with its high-bandwidth, high resolution
HdMi ASSp, lattice is offering an innovative solution that accelerates
development of intelligent, vision-enabled devices at the edge.
to enable and realize the true value of iot, edge intelligence,
which pushes processing for data intensive and processing applications away from the core to the edge of the network, continues
to expand according to idc. the market analyst firm has forecasted intelligent systems revenue to exceed $2.2 trillion in 2020.1
the crosslink input board includes dual-camera Hd image sensors
supporting the Mipi cSi-2 interface, eliminating the need for exter32
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nal video sources. the ecp5 base board enables low-power
pre/post processing and includes support for Hd image signal processing (iSp) intellectual property (ip) from Helion vision. Also
included is a nanovesta connector to support external image sensor video inputs. the HdMi output board based on the Sil1136
non-Hdcp version enables connectivity to standard HdMi displays.
1

Source: IDC Press Release, “Increasing Edge Intelligence and Connectivity to
Drive Intelligent Systems Volumes through 2020; IDC Forecasts Intelligent
Systems Revenue to Exceed $2.2 Trillion In 2020,” May 17, 2016.

Lattice Semiconductor | www.latticesemi.com/EVsolutions

EMBEDDED SYSTEMS

congatec welcomes official release of the coM express 3.0 specification
congAtec'S type 7 Server-on-ModuleS Are now picMg StAndArd
congatec - a leading technology company for embedded computer modules, single board computers and embedded design and
manufacturing services, and editor of various computer-onModule specifications - welcomes the picMg release of the coM
express 3.0 specification. the revision 3.0 of the specification formally integrates the new type 7 pinout type which is the basis for
congatec's Server-on-Modules. the official release fires the starting shot for the race to a new generation of server designs based
on standardized Server-on-Modules. these products enable the
most cost efficient server designs and performance upgrades
across all existing and upcoming generations of server class processors and sockets from any vendor. Modular server designs can be
started instantly as modules, carrier boards, starter kits, design
guides and circuit schematics are readily available.

time frame, leading to massive time pressure for executing each
project. Server-on-Modules can deliver the vital design efficiency
improvements by providing an application ready server core
instead of only a hand full of individual components.
coM express type 7 Server-on-Modules, carrier boards and
starter kits can be requested by customers for the evaluation of
the new generation of modules.
congatec AG | www.congatec.com

Server-on-Modules are also an excellent fit for all the various
embedded and iot server designs in harsh industrial environments
where space is restricted and dedicated high-bandwidth interfaces
are essential to connect the various controls in the industry 4.0
fields. Here, Server-on-Modules can massively improve design efficiency. this is of major significance for embedded design engineers as recent studies report that they are facing the challenge to
constantly manage more projects within a given or even shorter

reneSAS electronicS enABleS Security And SAfety for neXtgenerAtion connected cArS witH eMBedded virtuAliZAtion
tecHnology for tHe r-cAr plAtforM
renesas electronics, a premier supplier of advanced semiconductor solutions, today announced its new software packages for the
r-car automotive computing platform to improve security and
safety capabilities for next-generation connected cars. the software packages implement embedded optimized virtualization
technology that enables embedded systems to have -in a single
system- security features that protect the car from external
threats, and functional safety features that assure continued safe
operation even in the event of failures.
Safety is a primary concern for the automotive industry.
Automotive systems including cloud-connected systems, instrument cluster, and driver monitoring are expanding in number
and scale year by year. in addition, the demand for new user
experience, such as information sharing and control linked with
other systems over multi displays, is increasing. these trends
have led to increasing expectations for the integration of automotive systems. for instrument cluster and driver monitoring,
support for functional safety is particularly required to safely
handle the car even in the event of failures.
Security is another key concern. for example, automotive cyber
security becomes mission critical as modern cars are advancing
towards connected cars that allow applications to be downwww.international.electronica-azi.ro

loaded from the open cloud to update and upgrade the software
in the car. increased security functions are required to protect
the car from malicious attacks over the network and to secure
personal information handled in the cloud. Applications for
cloud services need to be separated from instrument cluster to
avoid important information from being lost or destroyed.
Renesas Electronics Europe | www.renesas.com
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NEWS
u-BloX AnnounceS world’S SMAlleSt QuAd BAnd lte cAt M1
Module, ideAl for Multi regionAl iot And M2M ApplicAtionS
u-blox, a global leader in wireless and positioning modules and
chips, announced the world’s smallest quad-band lte cat M1
module, the u-blox SArA r410M. By enabling remote devices to
connect directly to 4g networks, the u-blox SArA r410M will aid
the rollout of internet of things (iot) and machine-to-machine
(M2M) applications, from smart metering to connected healthcare, and from industrial control and monitoring to smart buildings and cities.
the 16 × 26 mm form factor enables designers to keep device
sizes to a minimum and is the same as u-blox’ existing 2g and 3g
modules. this means designers can easily migrate from earlier
modules to take advantage of lte cat M1, without changing their
circuit board designs.
innovations included in the SArA r10M design allow customers to
use a single hardware version globally. depending on the installed
software, SArA r410M broadens the market to multi-regions.
thanks to its quad-band support, this device reaches all of north
America to include not only the uSA and canada but also Mexico
(B2/B4/B5/B12), or can also service markets in South America,
Australia and new Zealand (B3/B5/B8/B28).
operators and customers can deliver future firmware updates overthe-air with u-blox’s ufotA client/server solution that uses
lwM2M, a light and compact protocol that is ideal for iot applications. this will enable them to continue using the same hardware for

new band configurations, operator certifications, features and functionalities, which can be added to the module over time.
with iot and M2M devices required to operate for long periods
of time on a small battery, the u-blox SArA r410M includes
power save mode (pSM) and extended discontinuous reception
(edrX) that together deliver battery life of up to 10 years. And
with manufacturing in iSo/tS 16949 certified production sites
and an extended operating temperature range of –40°c to +85°c,
it is ideal for industrial applications.
u-blox | www.u-blox.com

rutronik: AcceleroMeter witH clASS-leAding reSolution
froM StMicroelectronicS
with the liS2dw12, distributor rutronik
presents the new member of StMicro electronics’ low-power, high-performance
MeMS product family. taking context sensing in iot and werable devices to the next
level, the 3-axis accelerometer delivers superior accuracy, flexibility, and energy savings
by supporting multiple low-power and lownoise settings in a 2×2×0.7mm package.
the liS2dw12 has 16-bit output and can
be set to prioritize low power consumption
or low-noise performance, with five settings
in either mode. A specific feature coupled
with four settings in each mode save waking
the system check for data, and allow efficient single-byte transfers thereby further
minimizing system power consumption and
helping extend battery life. features that
support system-level power savings include
a 32-level fifo, a built-in temperature sensor, and a programmable interrupt to
freefall, wake up, activity/inactivity, 6d/4d
orientation detection, and tap/double-tap
detection. drawing as little as 50nA in stand34
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by, or 380nA in low-power mode at 1.6Hz
output data rate, the liS2dw12 adds negligible load on the battery. the supply-voltage range of 1.62 up to 3.6v allows extended operation from small coin or button cells.
noise density down to 90µg/√Hz is at least

25% lower than similar devices. this
improves the measurement accuracy in nextgen applications from healthcare, fitness,
and gaming to industrial sensing and environmental monitoring.
Rutronik | www.rutronik.com

WIRELESS

congatec premiers cloud Api for iot gateways and iot edge servers
congAtec SiMplifieS orcHeStrAtion of wireleSS SenSor networkS
congatec showcased a best practice design solution for the simplified orchestration of wireless sensor networks at embedded
world. it is based on the new, application ready congatec cloud
Api (Application programming interface) for iot gateways that is
capable of integrating any local sensor networks into any cloud
solution.
congatec's new cloud Api for iot gateways communicates with
local smart sensors, processes and converts the acquired data
and executes automated actions based on a local rule engine,
reducing traffic to the iot cloud and enabling fast local actions.
Secure bidirectional data exchange with any suitable clouds is
achieved by using the tlS secured MQtt protocol. the best
practice design solution utilizes the Microsoft Azure cloud.
clients can access this cloud via https in client or administrator
mode. All these features make the new congatec cloud Api for
iot gateways an ideal starting point for oeMs that need to
access smart sensor networks via iot gateways and iot edge
servers. typical application areas can be found in various iot
segments, from industrial production and machinery to smart
cities, smart facilities, smart homes, smart energy grids, medical
iot, the transportation sector and digital signage.
the new cloud Api from congatec impresses with its application
readiness and built-in openness to integrate a broad range of

wireless sensor interconnects, including Bluetooth le, ZigBee,
lora and other lpwAns, as well as wired protocols for building
or factory automation via one single cloud Api. even heterogeneous protocol configurations and communication with other
gateways are possible. typical applications for the latter scenario
are industry 4.0 connected machines and intra-logistic systems.
the sensor engine of the congatec cloud Api for iot gateways
makes the communication with the local sensor and actuators
independent from any protocol.
congatec AG | www.congatec.com

induStry 4.0 BecoMeS reAlity: conrAd BuSineSS SupplieS
introduceS c-control induStriAl iot-BoX 100
conrad Business Supplies introduces, in cooperation with
lineMetrics gmbH, its c-control industrial iot-Box 100 - a complete and easy-to-use solution for monitoring various key parameters in companies’ manufacturing facilities. the solution enables
the utilization of sensor data for ongoing process optimization,
efficiency improvements or potential problem prevention on site.
c-control industrial iot-Box 100 monitors in real-time the operation of equipment, energy consumption in buildings, oil tank
levels, room temperature in offices or any combination of several
different sensor values, wherever placed, in small or large businesses. it is the first convenient solution that allows connection
and a complete digital overview of machine functions, buildings
or manufacturing plants.
the c-control industrial iot solution consists of powerful hardware, communication and cloud services, easing iot implementation. thanks to the easy-to-use “plug & play” concept, businesses
are able to launch a scalable monitoring system/ network without
vast it investment and programming effort.
with 8 universal inputs (0-10v) and Modbus rtu 485 support,
sensor data is recorded in high speed and transferred to the ccontrol industrial iot cloud via the mobile network. the preactivated SiM card and global gSM coverage ease the connectivity without any headaches so customers can concentrate on optiwww.international.electronica-azi.ro

mizing and evaluating the data.
with a choice of several hundred compatible sensors, conrad
offers the right sensor for every application and, if necessary, for
expanding the sensor network.
Conrad Electronic | www.conrad.com
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NEWS
Announcing 863 - 865 MHZ Multi cHAnnel wireleSS Audio
ModuleS for tHe europeAn MArket (wA-tX-03S, wA-rX-03S).
Circuit Design, Inc., the leading supplier of low power radio modules, has recently developed the new WA-Tx-03S and WA-Rx-03S wireless audio modules for the European harmonized 863 - 865 Mhz audio band.
like its predecessor, wA-tX-03-r and
wA-rX-03-r, the wA-tX-03S and wArX-03S can be set to 15 communication
frequency channels within the 863 - 865
MHz band. in addition to offering the same
frequency response sufficient for audio
transmission, the compander noise reduction system enables wireless transmission
of clear sound, with improved dynamic
range of 90 dB or more.
By focusing on simple wireless audio transmission processing functions, the product
guarantees the user maximum flexibility in
developing higher order software.
communication between modules uses
only rf channels. So for example, if the
modules are embedded in a tour guide
system, as long as the channel settings
match, there is no limit to the number of
receivers used.
As embedded modules, they include nearly all the parts necessary for audio transmission in a small shielding case, allowing
the user to input / output audio signal
directly without complex interface.
therefore it is possible to develop audio
transmission equipment in a short time.
By using a single pin, the user can select rf
output levels of 5 and 10 mw. its other

functions and pin layout are compatible
with wA-tX-03-r and wA-rX-03-r. the
variable squelch control allows automatic
muting of audio in poor rf conditions
along with audio mute indication terminal.
Technical features
• red and roHS compliant radio modules
• dynamic range of more than 90dB thanks
to the compander noise reduction system
• frequency response range 50Hz - 13kHz
• 15 rf channels with 125kHz steps
• rf power selection of 5 and 10 mw
• variable squelch sensitivity
• High sensitivity receiver
• compact (36 × 26 × 8 mm) and light (13g)
• Achieves stable operation with all high
frequency circuits required for transmitting
and receiving enclosed inside the casing
• reduced impact of interfering waves
from external sources through robust
shielding case
• pin compatible with wA-tX-03-r and
wA-rX-03-r
Applications
• Audio guiding in museums
• tour guide systems
• wireless conference systems
• voice monitoring systems
• wireless microphone systems

Circuit Design | www.cdt21.com

Example interface
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DISPLAY / OPTO

new fAMily of MAXtoucH® toucHScreen controllerS
deSigned for lArge-Screen AutoMotive HMi deSignS
Microchip announces a new family of maXtouch® touchscreen
controllers. the MXt1665t-A family of automotive-qualified
touchscreen controllers is designed for large-screen automotive
Human Machine interface (HMi) designs. the technology brings
multi-touch HMi, such as that experienced on a mobile phone, to
car drivers and passengers on screen sizes from 8 to 15 inches.
the MXt1665t-A family features Microchip’s adaptive touch
technology that uses self-capacitive touch as well as mutual-capacitive touch scanning. the product family is fully Aec Q100-qualified to address the unique needs of automotive system designs.
the family complements the successful MXt641t-A family of
products and shares many of the same features developed for the
automotive industry. it also supports larger screen sizes above 10
inches in addition to smaller multi-finger pinch separation.
the wide range of screen size options within Microchip’s touchscreen controller families enables greater scalability and helps to
shorten design time as well as lower system and development costs.
the MXt1665t-A family consists of three controllers: the
MXt1665t-A supports 1664 touch-node sensors; the MXt1189A supports 1188 touch-node sensors; and the MXt799t-A with
support for 798 touch-node sensors. A designated evaluation kit is
available for each of the parts in the MXt1665t-A family. each kit
includes a pcB with maXtouch controller; a touch sensor on a

glass/plastic lens; the fpc to connect to the sensor display; a converter pcB to connect this kit to the pc via uSB; and cables, software and documentation. the controllers are also compatible with
maXtouch Studio, a full software development environment to
support the evaluation of maXtouch.
Microchip Technology
www.microchip.com/MXT1665T_Main7302

intelligent diSplAy ModuleS gAin HoSt of connectivity
eXpAnSion optionS
4d Systems introduced the modules-on-the-go (Motg) series,
which provides a simple plug-and-play interface to the 4d
Systems gen4 range of diABlo16 and picASo intelligent display
modules. responding to demand for additional display-module
interface and communication capabilities, the Motg series has
been designed specifically to satisfy customer need. in providing
this connectivity 4d Systems has developed the universal Motg
interface (uMi), which is published as an open standard.
initially the Motg range comprises four modules, providing
wifi, Bluetooth (Ble), rS232 or rS485 connectivity. the modules plug into an interface board that also links to either a gen4
diABlo16 or picASo display. A fifth Motg module adds Mp3
playback functionality. the Motg-wifi-eSp module provides
wifi connectivity through an expressif eSp8266 wifi Soc and
suits use in iot/industrial iot applications.
providing Bluetooth 4.0 / 4.2 / low energy connectivity is the
Motg-Bluetooth module, which incorporates a Microchip
BM70BleS1fc2 device.
Serial communication is accommodated with either the MotgrS232 or Motg-rS485 (differential) modules.
in addition to the Motg connectivity modules, the Motg-Mp3
provides Mp3 playback capability using a 16-bit Mcu audio
decoder. connection to the gen4 diABlo16 display module is via
the Motg-Ac1 – a one-slot interface board, or the two-slot
Motg-Ac2. the picASo display module uses the Motg-Ac3
www.international.electronica-azi.ro

one-slot interface board. the Motg approach provides an
extremely quick and convenient method of adding a host of lowprofile connectivity options to the gen4 series of display modules.
it also opens up the use of the display modules in a broad range of
embedded applications. By developing the uMi as an open standard, 4d Systems encourages developers to implement it in any
design. Making this approach accessible to any embedded design
is the Motg-BreAdtootH prototyping board, which allows the
use of any Motg module with virtually any host.
4D Systems

| www.4dsystems.com.au
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NEWS
oMron releASeS world’S SMAlleSt SeiSMic SenSor
omron electronic components europe announced the availability
of what it believes is the world’s smallest class size seismic sensor,
specifically designed to trigger the shutdown of potentially hazardous or easily damaged systems in the event of an earthquake.
Specifically designed for the growing number of autonomous iot
systems, the omron d7S provides high precision measurement of
spectral intensity, allowing it to reject impulse vibration noise and
only respond to genuine seismic activity. despite its compact size,
d7S features its own internal memory and i2c interface, allowing
it to be readily integrated into iot devices. potential applications
include smart electricity and gas meters, wireless sensors, industrial control panels, electricity distribution panels, fire-prevention
systems, home appliances such as heaters and gas stoves, chemical
plants, expressways, bridges, tunnels, roads and many more.
A key feature of the sensor is its ability to distinguish between genuine seismic activity from an earthquake or from some other source.
when an earthquake strikes, the d7S uses omron’s unique spectral
intensity (Si) value calculation algorithms to distinguish between
seismic activity and other movement. the sensor includes a 3-axis
accelerometer, and on the basis of the resulting measurements, calculates the Si value to assess the magnitude of the earthquake.
d7S is a highly compact, surface mountable module with overall

dimensions of just 9.8 × 10.9mm, allowing it to be easily added to
any system. the low power consumption of just 90 microAmps
standby and 300 microAmps when processing, allows the d7S to
be readily integrated into battery powered systems.
Omron Electronic Components Europe
http://components.omron.eu

leM MeetS tHe deMAnd for clASS AccurAcy 0.5 And eASy-toinStAll SMArt current SenSorS to eMpower tHe internet of
energy (SMArt citieS)
leM upgrades “Art” rogowski current sensor to measure current
of up to 10000A Ac and beyond with class Accuracy 0.5. the
Art achieves iec 61869 class 0.5 accuracy without the need for
additional components like resistors or potentiometers, which can
drift over time. in addition, the Art benefits from “perfect loop”
technology, a unique patented coil clasp that eliminates the inaccuracy caused by sensitivity to the position of the conductor
inside the loop as well as providing an innovative, robust and fast
“twist and click” closure.
An internal shield is provided as standard to guard against external fields, improving accuracy and optimising performance for
small current measurements.
the Art series provides the same ease of installation as existing
split-core transformers, but with the benefits of being thinner and
more flexible.
whatever the chosen dimension - 50, 70, 125, 175, 200 & 300 mm
diameter for the aperture – the Art can be mounted very quickly
by simply clipping on to the cable to be measured. contact with
the cable is not necessary, and the Art ensures a high level of
safety as well as providing a high rated insulation voltage (1000v
cat iii pd2 - reinforced).
the Art also allows disconnection of the coil to be detected
through the use of a security seal passed through a specially
designed slot, making it really useful when used with a meter. it can
be used in applications requiring a protection degree up to ip 67.
this class Accuracy 0.5 Art updated version completes the leM
city product solutions for the Ac current measurement dedicated
38
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for future Smart cities offering innovative and high quality solutions for measuring electrical parameters in Smart grids and
industry 4.0.
intelligent electricity network (Smart grid) applications such as
power generators, Medium voltage/low voltage Substations, Submetering integrate more and more current sensors to ensure reliable integration of distributed renewable energy, energy storage,
production and consumption. this leads to the implementation of
more current sensors to allow control rooms to automate, to monitor remotely and share real-time data of equipment. Art series current sensors are ce marked and conform to the iec 61869 standard,
as well as being covered by leM’s five-year warranty.
LEM | www.lemcity.com

DISPLAY/OPTO/SENSORS

eXpAnSion of intelligent eA unitft diSplAy ModuleS
Just a few months after electronic ASSeMBly launched its eA
unitft product family, it is already being expanded with the
presentation of a new display variant with a diagonal screen
measurement of 10.1 inches at embedded world in nuremberg.
developed in-house, the new intelligent display modules with
object graphics open up a wealth of new options for the user.
design engineers and systems integrators benefit from considerably shorter development times and gain significantly more flexibility. As a result, the modules open up a whole raft of new
options for developers and users.
the new eA unitft101 makes it remarkably easy to combine,
modify and adapt a great many objects to a particular need. All
objects can be positioned, rotated and zoomed in as required on
the screen. Attributes such as transparency and color can be
assigned also. Moving objects, too, are now possible for the first
time, while the display also offers the option of linking objects to
actions. it couldn't be easier for design engineers needing to create keys, dials and other control elements and assign specific
functions to them. in addition to the screen diagonals of 5 inches,
a 10.1-inch diagonal is also now available.
with the use of style sheets, it is also possible to standardize the
look of these elements, thereby creating elegant and user-friendly
designs. thanks to unicode, all fonts of the world can be represented, guaranteeing global application. uniSketcH, a specially
designed pc graphic tool, enables users to create screen layouts
and interfaces, edit the properties of objects and adapt style

sheets. tones can also be incorporated for a range of functions
from acoustic feedback for operating procedures to entire jingles.
Also available as an option are display modules with a touch panel
that use resistive or pcAp technology. with the pcAp touch, multitouch inputs familiar from smartphones and tablet computers can
also be provided. the appropriate touch controller and software
are already integrated into the display modules. where they are to
be connected to external devices, actuators and sensors, the display
modules are able to access all interfaces that are significant for
industrial electronics – such as Spi, rS-232, i2c-Bus and uSB.
ELECTRONIC ASSEMBLY Gmbh | www.lcd-module.de

ModulAr iS toMorrow'S i/o interfAce
real-time, transfer speed, and intelligence of control units are crucial parameters for the automation of facilities and machines as well
as motion control applications. primarily, established protocols
such as cclink, profibus dp or ethercAt are deployed. with this
in mind, icp deutschland expands its proven panel pc Afl3 series
with the modular i/o interface “e-window”. it provides system
integrators with additional expansion modules for instance gbe
lAn, 3g, cclink, profibus dp or ethercAt in order to address
application requirements in a flexible and easy manner. the “ewindow” models are available as wide screen touch panel in two
display sizes: 15.6” and 18.5”. Both versions can be obtained with
an intel® core® i5 or celeron® ult processor and can be
equipped with max. 32gB ddr4 So-diMM. Moreover, the Afl3ult3 series of icp has different mass storage connections such as
a 2.5’’SAtA 6gb/s Hdd bay, a mSAtA and a lead out M.2 (M key)
slot. the touch panel can be operated with an input voltage
between 9v~30vdc among temperatures of -20°c and +50°c.
the ip64 protected front of the panel pc provides an elegant HMi
interface for controlling industrial automation processes.
Specifications
• 15.6”/ 18.5” interactive panel pc with resistive or capacitive
touch screen
• intel® coretM i5 und celeron® ult processor
• Max. 32gB ddr4 So-diMM
• 2.5“ SAtA 3gb/s Hdd, mSAtA and M.2 (M key) mass storage
• dual gbe, four uSB 3.0, two coM ports and one HdMi
www.international.electronica-azi.ro

• flexible i/o through optional “e-window” function:
gbe lAn, 3g, cclink, profibus or ethercAt
• input voltage: 9v~30vdc
• extended temperature range: -20°c ~+50°c
• ip64 protected front panel
• integrated camera, microphone, speaker and Bt 4.0
Applications
• poi/poS and HMi applications
• Automation processes of machines and facilities
• critical / fast applications: packaging, injection moulding
machines and robotics
ICP Deutschland Gmbh | www.icp-deutschland.de
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vicor introduceS new HigH perforMAnce Mil-cotS dc-dc
converterS And Mil-Std input filterS to Meet AdvAnced
SwAp-c reQuireMentS
the dcM viA family are ruggedized modular dc-dc converters
in a thermally adept, low profile (9.3 mm) viA package, with wide
input voltage range specifications and isolated, regulated high
efficiency outputs. this new dc-dc converter family, features
enhanced functionality and performance, including eMi filtering,
transient protection, inrush current limiting, as well as a secondaryreferenced control interface for trim, enable and remote-sensing.
two new Mil-cotS (M-grade) versions are available now, with
New MIL-COTS DCM VIA’s:

(Green = released)

Military Grade DCM VIA Family of Parts
Nominal Package
Input
Voltage

Input
Output Voltage
Voltage Range
5V
12V 15V

300V
270V
48V
28V

180 – 420V
160 – 420V
36 – 75V
16 – 50V

3714 VIA
3714 VIA
3414 VIA
3414 VIA

24V

28V

400W
600W 500W
250W 500W 500W 500W 500W
180W 320W 320W 320W 320W
160W 320W 320W 320W 320W

48V
500W
500W
320W
320W

270v (160 – 420v input voltage range) dcM 3714 viA family and
nominal output voltages of 24v and 28v with up to 500 watts of
output power.
complementing these high voltage Mil-cotS dcM viA’s is a new
MfM 270v filter module (MfM filter). this extremely dense, low
profile filter provides front-end transient protection and eMi filtering when used with any vicor M-grade 270v dcM 3714 viA
module. this combination enables power engineers to rapidly
meet conducted emissions and conducted susceptibility requirements per Mil-Std-461e/f and input transients per Mil-Std704f. the MfM 270v filter module is housed in a 1714 viA package (size: 1.76” × 1.40” × 0.36” / 44.6 mm × 35.5 mm × 9.3 mm),
accepts an input voltage of 160 – 420 vdc and can deliver up to
640 watts of power.
Vicor Corporation | www.vicorpower.com

Table 1
(Green = released)

New MIL-COTS DCM VIA Filters:
Military Grade DCM VIA Family of Filters
Top of Form
Top of Form Transient
Bottom of Form Bottom of Form Compliance
Input Voltage MMaximum
Range
Power
160 – 420V

640W

16–50V

350W

Module
Compatibility

MIL-STD-704F

270 VIN DCM
VIA and ChiPs
MIL-STD-704A/E/F 28 VIN DCM
MIL-STD-1275D/E VIA and ChiPs

Dimensions

1.76 × 1.40 × 0.36 in
44.6 × 35.5 × 9.2 mm
1.76 × 1.40 × 0.36 in
44.6 × 35.5 × 9.2 mm

Table 2

low power open frAMe Ac-dc power SupplieS HouSed in
coMpAct, BoArd Mount pAckAge
cui’s power group announced the addition of four low power, open
frame ac-dc power supply series to its vof product family. the
vof‑6B, vof‑10B, vof‑15B, and vof‑20B series are 6, 10, 15, and
20w power additions to cui’s general purpose ac-dc power supply
portfolio now ranging from 6w to 300w. Housed in compact, board
mount packages measuring as small as 1.913 × 0.917 × 0.638 in (48.6
× 23.3 × 16.2 mm), the new models feature industry standard pinouts, 4 kvac isolation and no-load power consumption less than 100
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mw, making them ideal for space-constrained, low power ite, industrial, consumer, and smart home applications. the 6w to 20w modules feature a wide universal input voltage range of 85 to 264vac
with single output voltages of 5, 9, 12, 15, 24, and 48vdc, depending upon the series. operating temperatures at full load range
from -25 up to +50°c, derating to 50% load at +70°c. All models
carry ul/cul and tuv 60950-1 safety certifications while meeting
en 55032 class B and fcc class B limits for radiated emissions.
protections for short circuit, over current, and over voltage come
standard. the series also carry a minimum MtBf of 300,000 hours
at 115vac at +25°c ambient, calculated per Mil‑HdBk‑217f.
the vof‑6B, vof‑10B, vof‑15B, and vof‑20B series are available immediately with prices starting at $7.57 per unit at 100
pieces through distribution.
CUI Inc. | www.cui.com

POWER MODULES

powerBoX’S encApSulAted power Supply iS reAdy for
induStriAl SySteM integrAtion
powerbox has introduced a 100w encapsulated Ac/dc power
supply, ready for industrial systems integration. Aimed at compact
industrial systems applications with limited space, the eni100 has a
narrow width of 31.7mm and a length of 140mm making it easy to
fit in even the smallest of places. the unit’s input voltage range is
from 90 to 264vAc and the output delivers a fixed 24v at 4A.
Based on powerbox’s flyback topology and proprietary ‘Always
on’ regulation mode, the power supply intelligently ‘self-controls’
its output behavior to guarantee continuous operation and quick
recovery in the case of a load or temperature fault. the eni100 is
cB certificated according to en60950-1.
powerbox’s type eni100-5138 power supply has a nominal input
of 100 to 240vAc although it can be operated with a small derating between 90 and 264vAc. the output voltage is factory adjusted to 24vdc and delivers an output current of 4A. the output is
protected against over-current and short-circuit damage by a current limitation operating in ‘Always on’ mode, guaranteeing that
the unit will always return to full operation after the output fault is
removed. powerbox’s ‘Always on’ technology also adjusts the
available output power while taking cognizance of the unit’s internal temperature in order to keep it in a safe operating zone.
the unit is cB certified according to iec 60950-1 and complies
with related eMc standards and class B. within the range of

applications, the eni100 can be exposed to electrical arcs and is
verified to comply with the eSd susceptibility iec61000-4-2
±6kv contact discharge, and ±8kv air discharge. Able to be
installed outdoors or exposed to a humid atmosphere (5 to 95%
non-condensing) the eni100 is designed to meet an ingress protection level of 54 (ip54). input and output cables are fixed to the
unit with crimped terminals for easy connection.
Powerbox | www.prbx.com

convection cooled Ac-dc power SupplieS for MedicAl
ApplicAtionS offer up to 95% power efficiency
Murata announces its new wide input range, single output pQc
series of industrial/medical power supplies from Murata power
Solutions. rated at 250 watts of output power, and packaged in an
industry-standard open frame 3 × 5 inch, 1u footprint, this highefficiency design can deliver its full output using convection cooling when operating in temperatures up to 50°c. the pQc series
accommodates the universal Ac input voltage range from 90vAc
to 264vAc and with a frequency range from 47Hz to 63Hz. the
highly efficient convection cooling design employs optimal thermal
management to deliver an energy efficiency rating of up to 95%.
the pQc series currently is available in 12v, 15v, 18v, 24v, 36v,
48v, or 54v single output variants, each with a 5 v standby supply as standard. Additional output voltage variants are currently
under development including 54v scheduled for a June 2017
release. featuring remote enable, the pQc consumes less than
500 mw of power in standby mode. these power supplies can
continuously deliver full output power across the wide temperature range 0°c to 50°c and up to 70°c (with derating).
the series conforms to medical, consumer, and ite iec/en/ul
60950-1 safety approvals and incorporates 2 × Mopp (Means of
patient protection) isolation. with an isolation of 4000vAc
(input to output) or 1500vAc (input to pe), these units are ideal
for powering equipment such as ultrasound monitors, blood
www.international.electronica-azi.ro

pressure monitors, incubators, ecg equipment, and operating
tables. eMi compliance is certified to en55022 class B conducted
emissions. where an application requires more power or redundancy, the droop current share characteristic enables two or
more power supplies to operate in parallel to increase output
current capability and flexibility.
the pQc250 series is less than 1u high and is available in openframe and with a cover option.
Murata | www.murata.com
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toSHiBA lAuncHeS 1.3A ldo regulAtor witH induStry’S
leAding-clASS SMAll pAckAge
toshiba electronics europe has announced the industry’s smallest[1]
1.3A output current cMoS ldo regulator for mobile device
power supplies. the tcr13AgAdJ offers a typical dropout voltage of just 92mv (@0.9v, 1.0A) and is supplied in a wcSp6f package measuring just 0.8mm × 1.2mm × 0.33mm (max).
toshiba’s new regulator can be used in a variety of applications
including wi-fi® chipsets for smartphones and tablets and power
supplies for cameras and rf modules. it is also ideal for power
supply control designs in wearable devices, notebook pcs, digital
video cameras, storage products and set-top boxes. By using an
external bias power supply terminal (vBAt), the new product
achieves a leading-class[1] low typical dropout voltage of 92mv (@
0.9v, 1.0A).
the wcSp6f package is the industry’s leading-class small package
for 1.3A ldo regulators, making it suitable for mobile and module
applications that require small footprints and low profiles. A leading-class[1] high typical ripple rejection ratio (90dB @0.9v, 1kHz)
can help in drastically reducing ripple noise from dc-dc converters and pMic. these are common problems users face when trying to supply power to camera and rf parts.
using an external resistor, the output voltage of the new product
can be adjusted over a wide 0.55v to 3.6v range. integrated security features include over-current protection, over-temperature
protection, built-in inrush current control and an auto-discharge

function. these features support the creation of high efficiency
power supply solutions for applications that need a combination
of stable output voltage at high output currents and low power
consumption.
[1]

In the category of 1.3A output current LDO regulators, as of December 5,
2016. Toshiba survey.

Toshiba Electronics Europe
www.toshiba.semicon-storage.com

300 w Ac-dc power Supply SerieS offerS HigH efficiency
in A 3” × 5” pAckAge
cui’s power group announced the expansion of its vof ac-dc
power supply family http://www.cui.com/open-frame-ac-dcpower-supplies with the introduction of a compact 300 w series.
the vof-300 series, available in open frame and metal enclosed
packages, is a higher-power addition to cui’s general purpose acdc power supply portfolio currently ranging from 6 w to 280 w.
offering an ideal combination of economy and performance, the
single output power supply series delivers efficiencies up to 94%
and no-load power consumption as low as 0.3 w for energy-conscious ite, industrial, and consumer electronics applications.
the open frame vof-300 and enclosed vof-300-cnf series feature a wide universal input voltage range of 90 to 264 vac with
output voltage options of 12, 24, 36, and 48 vdc. All models carry
ul/cul and tuv 60950-1 safety certifications while meeting en
55032 class B and fcc class B limits for radiated emissions. the
series has a minimum MtBf of 160,000 hours at 115 vac at 25°c
ambient, calculated per Mil-HdBk-217f. protections for over current, over temperature, over voltage, and short circuit are included as well as power factor correction.
the open frame version of the vof-300 series measures 3.00 x
5.00 × 1.38 in (76.2 × 127 × 35.1 mm) and provides an operating
temperature range at full load from -40 up to +50°c with forced
air cooling, derating to 60% load at +70°c. dimensions for the
metal enclosed package measure slightly larger at 3.46 x 5.35 x
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1.59 in (88 x 136 x 40.4 mm), while carrying an operating temperature range at full load from -40 up to +60°c with forced air cooling, derating to 60% load at +80°c.
the vof-300 and vof-300-cnf series are available immediately
with prices starting at $111.50 per unit at 25 pieces through distribution.
Summary
• product name: vof-300, vof-300-cnf
• Availability: Stock to 8 weeks
• possible users: ite, industrial, and consumer electronics
applications
• primary features: compact, high efficiency
• cost: $111.50 per unit at 25 pieces through distribution
CUI Inc. | www.cui.com

POWER SUPPLIES

power integrAtionS And weltrend SeMiconductor
Announce 18 w uSB pd rApid-cHArger reference deSign for
SMArt MoBile deviceS
power integrations, in association with weltrend Semiconductor
inc., announced a joint reference design describing an 18 w, uSB
pd compliant, Ac-dc power converter targeted at chargers for
smart mobile devices. the design, titled der-567, pairs the
wt6630p uSB type-c pd controller from weltrend with power
integrations’ innoSwitch™-cp off-line cv/cc flyback switcher ic,
enabling designers to produce a compact and highly energy-efficient standards-compliant power adapter.
weltrend’s wt6630p uSB pd controller is certified by uSB
implementers forum (uSB-if) for uSB type-c and is compatible
with the uSB pd 2.0 baseband communication protocol. the
weltrend device reduces the BoM by combining type-c cable
detection circuits, uSB pd physical layer (pHy), and components
related to system-level protections such as over-voltage protection (ovp), over-current protection (ocp), and over-temperature protection (otp).

delivers fast transient performance, exceptional cv/cc regulation
and very low no-load power consumption. fluxlink technology
also enables easy implementation of safe synchronous rectification,
resulting in an extremely efficient power supply.
Power Integrations | www.power.com
Weltrend Semiconductor | www.weltrend.com

By providing a constant power output, power integrations’
innoSwitch-cp switcher ic allows battery-operated devices to
draw maximum power from the charger at any selected output
voltage, optimizing charge time and cost. innoSwitch-cp ics use
the company’s innovative fluxlink™ technology, eliminating the
need for an optocoupler and enabling secondary-side control that

ultrA SliM din rAil power SupplieS tArget
induStriAl ApplicAtionS
Xp power announced the dpc series of
highly efficient ultra slim din rail Ac-dc
power supplies. Available in 30, 50 and
70watt single output models, they all
accept the universal input range from 90 to
264vAc without the need for any input
selector switches. taking up significantly
less space on the rail by being up to 44%
slimmer than current generation din rail
power supplies, the 30watt dpc30 measures just 90.0 × 100.0 × 22.5 mm (3.6 × 3.94
× 0.89 inches). Also, the 50 watt dpc50
measures 90.0 × 100.0 × 30.0 mm (3.6 ×
3.94 × 1.18 inches) and the 70watt dpc70
measures only 90.0 × 100.0 × 40.5 mm (3.6
× 3.95 × 1.59 inches). offering all the popular nominal output voltages from + 5 to +
48 vdc, the single output can be adjusted
up to + 30% of stated nominal, model
dependant, in order to accommodate
non-standard voltage requirements or to
make up for line losses. All models feature
www.international.electronica-azi.ro

a green led to indicate output on.
these energy efficient supplies have typical efficiency ratings of 86 % (dpc30), 87
% (dpc50) and 89 % (dpc70). Both the
dpc30 and dpc50 achieve a very low no
load inout power of <0.3 watts, with the
dpc70 meeting < 0.5 watts. the full output power is delivered across the input
voltage range 100 – 264 vAc and at – 25
to + 50°c without the need to derate the
units. the operating temperature range
of the series extends up to + 70°c.
the dpc series meets en/iec 60950-1
safety approvals as well as eMc specifications en55032 for class B conducted and
radiated emissions. the supplies also
comply with the industrial control equipment standard ul508.
typical applications for the dpc series
include factory automation, process control
and various other industrial applications.
xP Power | www.xppower.com
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